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MEMORANDUM 
Office of the City Manager 


DATE: January 7, 2016 


TO: City Commission 


FROM: Joseph A. Valentine, City Manager 


SUBJECT: Request for Closed Session 
Attorney-Client Privilege  


It is requested that the city commission meet in closed session pursuant to Section 8(h) of the 
Open Meetings Act to discuss an attorney/client privilege communication. 


SUGGESTED RESOLUTION: 
To meet in closed session to discuss an attorney/client privilege communication in accordance 
with Section 8(h) of the Open Meetings Act. 
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MEMORANDUM 
Engineering Dept. 


DATE: January 4, 2016 


TO: Joseph Valentine, City Manager 


FROM: Paul T. O’Meara, City Engineer 


SUBJECT: Oakland Co. Water Resources Commissioner’s Office (OCWRC) 
Proposed Sewer Project at Parking Lot #6 
Alternate Parking Plans 


The Auto Parking System currently sells 150 “regular” and 40 “economy” monthly parking 
permits to those that work at businesses in the area of Municipal Parking Lot #6 (north of 588 
N. Old Woodward Ave.).  Those that possess a permit are allowed all day parking at designated 
parking meters without payment into the meter.  The designated zones are outlined on the 
large map at the end of this package, and it is the result of much study and discussion in the 
past. 


The attached memorandum prepared for the Advisory Parking Committee’s meeting of October 
21, 2015 provides detail and background relative to the proposed sewer project that will impact 
Municipal Parking Lot #6.  Fortunately, the project is short in duration.  However, while it is 
underway, it will have a serious impact on parking availability in this area.  As a result, staff 
prepared the attached temporary parking plan proposal to help the business community during 
this time.   


The plan is modeled after a similar concept that was put into practice in 2007 during the 
reconstruction of N. Old Woodward Ave.  Due to the success of that program, we are 
recommending a similar approach for this project as well.   


The Advisory Parking Committee has two members that currently operate small businesses in 
this immediate area.  One is also a resident of Woodland Ave., one of the adjacent residential 
streets to be impacted.  After review and discussion, the Committee endorsed the plan as 
prepared, and asked that it be forwarded to the City Commission. 


Since that time, we have reviewed the plan with the president of the impacted homeowner’s 
association, and have forwarded the attached letter to all impacted homeowners so that they 
are aware that this discussion is planned for the meeting of January 11. 


The following resolution is prepared for your consideration: 


SUGGESTED RESOLUTION: 


Due to the anticipated closure of up to 87 parking spaces during planned sewer construction by 
the Oakland Co. Water Resources Commissioner’s Office during a period in April and/or May, 
2016, the City Commission hereby accepts the recommendation of the Advisory Parking 
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Committee to approve a temporary parking policy.  The policy will encourage the movement of 
monthly parking permit holders to other areas to improve parking options for daily customer 
traffic.  Residential parking permit requirements will be modified during sewer construction only, 
allowing all day parking by monthly parking permit holders displaying their hang tag in the 
rearview mirror, for the following streets: 


Vinewood Ave. – Woodland Ave. to N. Old Woodward Ave. 
Woodland Ave. – Vinewood Ave. to Harmon St. 
Harmon St. – Woodland Ave. to N. Old Woodward Ave. 


Further, all permit parking will be banned in monthly permit areas B and I, and monthly permit 
parking will be temporarily allowed on Harmon St. parking metered spaces. 


Once all construction has been completed, all monthly parking permit holders will be asked to 
return to their normally designated parking areas. 
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December 23, 2015 
 
RE: Proposed Sewer Work in Parking Lot #6 
 
Dear Resident, 
 
The City owns and operates a municipal parking lot on N. Old Woodward Ave., between 588 
and 600 N. Old Woodward Ave. (just north of the Harmon St. intersection).  Many years ago, 
two large regional sewers were constructed through this property that service Birmingham and 
the areas to the northeast, such as Bloomfield Twp. and Troy.  The largest sewer is designated as 
a County drain. 
 
Several years ago, the MI Dept. of Environmental Quality required the Oakland Co. Water 
Resources Commissioner’s office to study this sewer, and address deficiencies that can cause 
sewage overflows into the river during extreme rain events.  Several relatively small projects are 
planned to address this problem, including manhole reconstruction and sewer lining.  In the area 
known as Municipal Parking Lot #6, about 200 ft. of sewer needs to be removed and replaced to 
address an alignment problem.  It is believed that this work will significantly reduce the chance 
of a sanitary sewage overflow.  The work will start in the northbound lane of N. Old Woodward 
Ave., and extend into the center portion of the lot. 
 
In order to reduce the impact on the community, the contractor plans to complete the majority of 
this work in March or April, 2016.  It is expected that the sewer work will take approximately 
two weeks.  There may be a short gap, and then pavement repairs should be completed in less 
than a week. 
 
As you are probably aware, parking is often in short supply in this area.  In order to make room 
for the sewer work, between 40 and 80 public parking spaces will have to be closed.  Given that 
the parking structures south of this area are also regularly near capacity, there is not a good 
replacement option in the central business district. 
 
When N. Old Woodward Ave. was reconstructed in 2007, a similar problem existed.  At that 
time, the City allowed employees that hold a monthly permit pass to park in front of homes on 
the following blocks: 
 
Vinewood Ave. – Woodland Ave. to N. Old Woodward Ave. 
Woodland Ave. – Vinewood Ave. to Harmon St. 
Harmon St. – Woodland Ave. to N. Old Woodward Ave. 
 







In 2007, this arrangement was in effect for several months, due to the large scope of the project.  
This year, the work should be done in less than one month.  Essentially, the regular Residential 
Permit Parking zones would be temporarily suspended so that employees may find a place to 
park.  We feel that this is the best arrangement for all concerned: 
 


1. Employees tend to work a longer shift than customers do, so there would not be a lot of 
turnover of the space.  We feel that this is better to reduce the chance of damage to the 
edge of the road. 


2. By moving the employees out of the immediate commercial area, the spaces that remain 
open will be more available for shoppers and patrons of the various businesses.   


 
The sewer project, while short in duration, will likely result in disruption for the neighborhood 
businesses.  If we did not implement this provision, it would be much more difficult for them to 
operate during this time.  In the spirit of cooperation, we hope that homeowners in the area will 
be willing to forego the ability to park in front of their homes during the business day for this 
short time. 
 
This plan has already been reviewed and endorsed by the Advisory Parking Committee.  It will 
now be discussed by the City Commission at their meeting of January 11, 2016, at 7:30 PM.  The 
Commission meeting is held at the Municipal Building, 151 Martin St.  You are welcome to 
attend the meeting, or send a note in advance to the Engineering Dept. or the City Clerk for 
review at the meeting.  If you have any questions about this proposal, please contact the 
Engineering Dept. at 248-530-1850. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Paul T. O’Meara, 
City Engineer 







MEMORANDUM 
 


Engineering Dept. 
DATE:   October 16, 2015 
 
TO:   Advisory Parking Committee 
 
FROM:  Paul T. O’Meara, City Engineer 
 
SUBJECT: Oakland Co. Water Resources Commissioner’s Office (OCWRC) 
 Proposed Sewer Project at Parking Lot #6 
 Alternate Parking Plans 
 
 
The OCWRC owns and operates a large interceptor sewer system known as the Evergreen-
Farmington Sewage Disposal System.  The subject sewer was built in 1959, following the Rouge 
River through Birmingham.  The sewer system services about 60% of Birmingham, as well as 
parts of Bloomfield Twp., Bloomfield Hills, and Troy. 
 
The MI Dept. of Environmental Quality (MDEQ) has been encouraging the OCWRC to reduce 
Sanitary Sewer Overflows caused during extreme rain events in this sewage system.  After 
several years of study and discussions with the state, a project known as the Northeast 
Interceptor Sewer Improvements has been packaged and put out for bid.  A summary of the 
work in this contract is included on the attached map.  Three parts of the proposed work are 
located within Birmingham, the most significant being within Parking Lot #6.  The intent of the 
projects are to correct identified locations where the design of the 1958 sewer is causing 
turbulence inside the pipe, which slows the flow of the sewage under peak demand conditions.  
When the sewer cannot accommodate the upstream demand of sewage, sewage can head up 
in the pipe which has resulted in sewage overflowing from manholes into storm sewers or 
directly into the river, or in really extreme conditions, into nearby basements.  These events 
tend to be rare, and can often be spaced with no activity over years at a time.  Nevertheless, 
the system is being ordered to undergo these improvements to reduce the likelihood of these 
overflows.  Fortunately for Birmingham, they will be done at no local cost, as the operation of 
the downstream Retention Treatment Basins is considered a mitigating factor to this ongoing 
problem.   
 
PROPOSED SEWER WORK WITHIN PARKING LOT #6 
 
As noted above, the interceptor sewer was built by the County in 1959 to help provide a sewer 
outlet to this part of Birmingham, and the communities to the northeast of this location.  As is 
usually done, the sewer was constructed following the river, often in floodplain areas.  The 
sewer was constructed in platted rights-of-way for streets that were never built in this area.  
This resulted in the “zig-zag” pattern shown on the attached plan.  The “zig-zag” alignment 
causes sharp turns in the sewage, which results in turbulence that causes backups during 
extreme demand.   
 
Soon after this sewer was built, the City started acquiring parcels in the immediate area to 
construct a municipal parking lot.  This spurred development of the adjacent buildings as well.  
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Due to the larger publicly owned parcel now available, this one section of sewer can be 
reconstructed with less of an angle, which will improve flow characteristics significantly.  The 
work will have four phases: 
 


1. Construct manhole and sewer within N. Old Woodward Ave. in front of Lot 6.  
This will require closing northbound N. Old Woodward Ave., and moving traffic to the 
other side of the boulevard, with two way traffic.  This will require closing a small part of 
the center of Lot 6 (24 spaces) and parking on the street from south of Vinewood Ave. 
to about Ravine Rd. (about 63 spaces).  The total closed will be 87 parking spaces. 
This phase should take less than a week. 


2. Construct manhole and sewer within Parking Lot #6.  This will require closing a 
larger part of Parking Lot #6, but the street will be returned to normal.  The total closed 
will be about 36 parking spaces.  This phase should take about a week to ten days. 


 
Due to the disruption that this project will cause, I requested that it be done in the early spring, 
if at all possible.  Traffic demand is less when the weather is colder, and the Farmer’s Market is 
not yet in operation.  The OCWRC has agreed to our request, and the work is scheduled for 
early April.  After the sewer is constructed, the work area in the street will be cold patched, and 
the lot work area will be restored with gravel until suitable weather arrives for paving.  The final 
two phases then will be: 
 


3. Install new asphalt pavement for the entire center section of Parking Lot #6. 
This work should take about 2 days.  The 36 spaces noted above will have to be closed 
again. 


4. Install new sidewalk and asphalt in the N. Old Woodward Ave. right-of-way. 
The actual pavement installation should take about 2 days, during which time the 87 
spaces noted above will have to be closed again.  The concrete sidewalk area will have 
to remain closed for another five days, but all parking spaces and the street areas can 
be opened again (access  into the parking lot will be awkward during this time, but it will 
be available for use). 


 
PARKING MITIGATION PLAN 
 
As you know, parking is in short supply in this area.  Losing parking as described above will 
have a bad impact on the area.  The last time something of this nature occurred was in 2007, 
when the entire N. Old Woodward Ave. pavement was reconstructed from north of Oak St. to 
Oakland Blvd.  During that time, which lasted several months, the City set up a temporary 
parking plan to help divert employees from their usual assigned spots to the adjacent local 
streets to the west (Vinewood Ave., Woodland Ave., and Harmon St.).  A map of the subject 
blocks is attached.  These streets are signed for Residential Permit Parking Only, which means 
that they tend to be rather open and available for the benefit of the adjacent residents.  
Following is a summary of the permits being sold, parking spaces available, and how the 
closures will affect these areas (counting all public parking spaces north of the Oakland 
Blvd./Willits St. intersection: 
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Category Authorized Normal – 
No Constr. 


Phase 1 
Constr. 


Phase 2 
Constr. 


Regular Monthly Permit Spaces 1501 106 88 106 
Economy Monthly Permit Spaces 40 75 57 75 
Remaining Daily Parking Spaces N.A.2 244 193 208 
Total Spaces Available N.A. 425 338 389= 
 
The table above helps demonstrate that the construction will be take parking spaces from all 
three categories, particularly daily spaces.  Since daily spaces are designated for customer 
traffic, and customer traffic is generally first priority, pushing more permits off the street would 
be desirable for the business community.  Secondly, since the construction is a relatively short 
time frame, and getting the public to understand the different but temporary nature of an 
adjusted parking system will be difficult, the closure should be easy to understand and easy to 
communicate.   
 
The following plan is suggested: 
 
Using the attached map that designates the various permitting categories, the following is 
suggested: 
 


1. Permits are sold in three month blocks.  Given the current calendar, permits will be sold 
next year for the block of March, April, and May, 2016, starting in mid-February.  People 
purchasing permits for this time period would be advised of the upcoming construction 
project, and the changes that will be employed when construction is in progress. 


2. The majority of the three month permit period will be when normal conditions exist.  
Therefore, the permits should still be sold with their normal two-tier designation.  
Regular and economy pricing would not change, and would apply whenever construction 
closures are not present. 


3. Once construction closures are coming, permit holders would be notified by leaving 
flyers at each business, with a specific day indicated.  Once construction conditions were 
present, all 190 permits would be subject to the same parking conditions, as follows: 
 
a. Parking in area G will appear cumbersome to the general public, as it will be difficult 


to get to this area (in the back of Lot #6).  This area should remain open for permit 
holders (56 spaces) 


b. Parking in B and I will be closed off to monthly permit holders.  (A1, A2, and J will 
remain open to permits.)  The closed areas represent a loss of 79 parking spaces.  
These people will be asked to park on the residential streets to the west, as 
designated on the map.  In order to better match the number of monthly spaces 
currently available, the metered parking spaces on Harmon St. (11 spaces) would 
temporarily be opened to permit parking (helping to reduce the demand on the 
adjacent residential area).  The parking spaces open during construction would then 
become available for daily customers. 


1 Regular permit holders can park in regular or economy spaces. 
2 Daily customers can park in a daily or any monthly permit space. 
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c. The total numbers under this scenario would be dropping available monthly permit 
spaces from 181 to 175. 


 
The edge of road areas on the subject residential streets would be potentially damaged by this 
extra traffic.  The City would take photographs of the conditions in front of each house just 
before the construction period, to be used as a reference if residents are concerned about 
damage.  Documented damage would then be addressed either by the City or by the County’s 
contractor.   
 
Since this is a short term policy change that likely no one will be happy with, and further, since 
there are few options to change it to something better, it is recommended that the policy be 
refined as needed by the Advisory Parking Committee, and then forwarded to the City 
Commission for final approval.  A suggested recommendation is provided below: 
 
SUGGESTED RECOMMENDATION: 
 
Due to the anticipated closure of up to 87 parking spaces during planned sewer construction by 
the Oakland Co. Water Resources Commissioner’s Office during a period in April and/or May, 
2016, the Advisory Parking Committee recommends that the City Commission approve a 
temporary parking policy that will be implemented.  The policy will encourage the movement of 
monthly permit holders to other areas to improve parking options for daily customer traffic.  
Residential permit parking requirements will be modified during sewer construction only, 
allowing all day parking by monthly parking permit holders displaying their hang tag in the 
rearview mirror, for the following streets: 
 
Vinewood Ave. – Woodland Ave. to N. Old Woodward Ave. 
Woodland Ave. – Vinewood Ave. to Harmon St. 
Harmon St. – Woodland Ave. to N. Old Woodward Ave. 
 
Further, all permit parking will be banned in monthly permit areas B and I, and monthly permit 
parking will be temporarily allowed on Harmon St. parking metered spaces.   
 
Once all construction has been completed, all monthly permit holders will be allowed to return 
to their normally designated parking areas. 
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Woodward Crossing - Sewer Relining


Proposed 24" Sewer Re-alignment
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The information displayed in this map is compiled from recorded deeds, plats, 
tax maps, surveys and other public records.  Although this information is 
intended to accurately reflect public information,  it is not a legally recorded 
map or survey and is not intended to be used as one.  Users should consult 
primary/original information sources where appropriate.
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NOTICE OF INTENTION TO APPOINT TO 
PUBLIC ARTS BOARD 


At the regular meeting of Monday, January 11, 2016 the Birmingham City Commission 
intends to appoint three members to the Public Arts Board to serve three-year terms to 
expire January 28, 2019. 


In so far as possible, the members shall represent a major cultural institution, a registered 
architect of the State of Michigan, an artist, an art historian, and an art consultant. 
Members may also be members of the Historic District Commission, Design Review Board, 
the Parks and Recreation Board, or the Planning Board. 


The objectives of the Public Arts Board are to enrich the City's civic and cultural heritage; 
to promote a rich, diverse, and stimulating cultural environment in order to enrich the lives 
of the City's residents, business owners, employees, and all visitors; and to establish an 
environment where differing points of view are fostered, expected, and celebrated by 
providing the opportunity for such expression through the display of public art. 


Interested citizens may apply for this position by submitting an application available from the 
city clerk's office.  Applications must be submitted to the city clerk's office on or before noon 
on Wednesday, January 6, 2016.  These applications will appear in the public agenda for the 
regular meeting at which time the commission will discuss recommendations, and may make 
nominations and vote on the appointments. 


Applicant(s) Presented For City Commission Consideration: 


*Note:  Sally Parsons, existing member, is not seeking reappointment.


SUGGESTED ACTION: 
To appoint _____________ as a resident member to the Public Arts Board to serve a three-
year term to expire January 28, 2019. 


To appoint _____________ as a resident member to the Public Arts Board to serve a three-
year term to expire January 28, 2019. 


Applicant Name Criteria/Qualifications
In so far as possible, represent a major cultural institution, 
a registered architect of the State of Michigan, an artist, an 
art historian, and an art consultant.   


Linda Wells Volunteer (Docent/Speakers Bureau/Art to the 
Schools/Gallery Information committees) at the DIA for 25 
years.  Attended numerous trainings through DIA as well.  


Maggie Mettler Experience in advising artists on copyright and trademark 
issues and Project Leader and Board Member of Creative 
Rights (nonprofit that provides legal and public art 
consulting services to local artists). 
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PUBLIC ARTS BOARD
City Code - Chapter 78, Article V 
Terms - 3 years 
Members - At least 4 members shall be residents of the City of Birmingham.  The remaining members
may or may not be residents of Birmingham.  In so far as possible, the members shall represent a
major cultural institution, a registered architect of the State of Michigan, an artist, an art historian,
and an art consultant.  Members may also be members of the HDDRC, the Parks and Recreation
Board, or the Planning Board. 
Objectives -  
 to enrich the City's civic and cultural heritage;
 to promote a rich, diverse, and stimulating cultural environment in order to enrich the lives of the


City's residents, business owners, employees, and all visitors;
 to establish an environment where differing points of view are fostered, expected, and celebrated


by providing the opportunity for such expression through the display of public art.


Last Name First Name


Home Address


Home
Business 
Fax


E-Mail Appointed Term Expires


Heller Barbara


176 Linden


(248) 540-1310


(313) 833-7834


bheller@dia.org


Resident Member


Birmingham 48009


1/28/20181/28/2002


Klinger Phyllis


1844 Bowers


(248) 594-4240


pklingerlawfirm@yahoo.com


Resident Member


Birmingham 48009


1/28/20183/18/2013


Kowaleski Diane


750 Hazelwood


248-594-1974


dfkowal@gmail.com


Resident Member


Birmingham 48009


1/28/20174/23/2012


Lividini Kara


412 Berwyn


313.645.9511


ktertzag@gmail.com


Resident Member


Birmingham 48009


1/28/20177/28/2014


Monday, December 28, 2015 Page 1 of 2
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Last Name First Name


Home Address


Home
Business 
Fax


E-Mail Appointed Term Expires


Mettler Maggie


544 Wallace


(248) 703-8006


mlmettler@gmail.com


Birmingham 48009


1/28/20161/12/2015


Parsons Sally


1335 Willow Lane


(248) 646-6258


sallyparsons@earthlink.net


Resident Member


Birmingham 48009


1/28/20168/9/2004


Rosen Sydney


1678 Stanley Blvd


(248) 915-8847


skr61998@gmail.com


Student Representative


Birmingham 48009


12/31/20152/9/2015


Salinas Maya


1272 Cole St.


(248) 752-1694


salinasmaya@gmail.com


Student Representative


Birmingham 48009


12/31/20152/9/2015


Wells Linda


588 Cherry Ct.


(248) 647-1165


wells4456@comcast.net


Resident Member


Birmingham 48009


1/28/20162/11/2013


Monday, December 28, 2015 Page 2 of 2








MEMORANDUM 
Engineering Dept. 


DATE: January 7, 2016  Planning Div. 


TO: Joseph Valentine, City Manager 


FROM: Paul T. O’Meara, City Engineer 
Jana Ecker, Planning Director 


SUBJECT: Multi-Modal Transportation Board Recommendation 
Curb Bumpout Policy 


In areas of high pedestrian demand, the City has constructed curb extensions (or bumpouts) at 
crosswalks.  A full introduction to this topic can be found on the attached memorandum that 
was prepared for the Multi-Modal Transportation Board (MMTB).   


As demand for bumpouts grows, the Engineering Dept. thought it would be appropriate to 
establish a policy to help guide the construction of bumpouts in Birmingham.  There are 
numerous current publications that may be used as a reference for designing roadways and 
pedestrian facilities.  These include the following: 


• Guide for the Planning, Design, and Operation of Pedestrian Facilities, American
Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (“AASHTO”);


• Urban Street Design Guide, National Association of City Transportation Officials
(“NACTO”);


• Designing Walkable Urban Thoroughfares:  A Context Sensitive Approach, Institute of
Transportation Engineers (“ITE”); and


• Best Design Practices for Walking and Bicycling in Michigan, Michigan Department of
Transportation (“MDOT”).


Please find attached for your review a chart summarizing the standards and recommendations 
contained in each of the above publications with regards to curb the width, length and 
placement guidelines for curb bump outs.    In addition to the Michigan specific and national 
publications, three examples are also included for comparison purposes as examples of curb 
bump out standards that are in use in New York City, San Francisco and Washington. 


The MMTB discussed the implementation of the suggested policy at their meeting of November 
4. The policy was modified somewhat by the MMTB to bring it more in accordance with the
national standards created by the American Association of State Highway and Transportation 
Officials (AASHTO).  The modification was to specify that a bumpout standard width on streets 
with parallel parking shall be 6 ft. wide.  This is a departure from the 4 ft. that the majority of 
bumpouts have been built to date on streets with parallel parking, but it is in accordance with 
AASHTO standards prepared in 2004.  It should be noted that this proposed bump out policy for 
Birmingham is also consistent with the standards and recommendations of NACTO, ITE and 
MDOT. 
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As a part of this analysis, it is important to note that departing from national standards is not 
recommended if such a departure would result in constructing a public street facility that is 
contrary to accepted practice.  Accepted practice in the United States is the guidelines prepared 
after input from thousands of engineers nationwide, represented by AASHTO.  We cannot 
recommend building public street facilities that are in conflict with these standards.  
Fortunately, the other documents included in this list, for the most part, are consistent with 
AASHTO.  The guidelines recommended by the MMTB are in accordance with AASHTO as well. 
 
As modified by the MMTB, the attached policy is now being recommended for adoption by the 
City Commission.  Please also find attached illustrations and photos of the different size options 
for bump-outs, ranging from 4’ to 12’ in width.  As was discussed at the Board meeting, each 
project should still be prepared conceptually and reviewed by the MMTB, and ultimately 
approved by the City Commission, prior to being constructed.  The policy will serve as an initial 
basis for the design, after which unique or extenuating circumstances will be reviewed and 
considered prior to finalizing the design.   
 
Two suggested resolutions are provided below.  Resolution A finalizes the policy.  Since there is 
additional information here that was not shared with the Multi-Modal Transportation Board, 
Resolution B is provided should the Commission wish to have that Board review its 
recommendation in light of this additional information. 
 
SUGGESTED RESOLUTION A: 
 
To accept the recommendation of the Multi-Modal Transportation Board, approving the 
provided bumpout (curb extension) policy for the City of Birmingham for all future City street 
projects, or private building projects, where bumpouts may be constructed.   
 
OR 
 
SUGGESTED RESOLUTION B: 
 
To request the Multi-Modal Transportation Board to review the additional documents addressing 
this topic, and to confirm or modify their recommendation accordingly. 
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CITY OF BIRMINGHAM 
BUMPOUT (CURB EXTENSION) POLICY 
 
November 4, 2015 
 
Curb bumpouts should be considered under the following conditions: 
 


1. When a City street is being reconstructed. 
2. When a commercial or multi-family residential building is being built. 
3. When a specific crosswalk has been identified as having high pedestrian demand. 
4. When a City street has been measured with the 85th percentile speed 5 mph or more 


above the signed speed limit. 
 
Curb bumpouts shall be designed with the following features: 
 


1. The bumpout shall be located on streets where parking is legal and wide enough to 
accommodate a road narrowing. 


2. Bumpouts shall be designed with the following widths: 
a. 6 ft. wide on streets with parallel parking. 
b. 12 ft. wide on streets with 45° angled on-street parking, provided the drive lane is 


the standard minimum of 16 ft. wide. 
c. 8 ft. wide on streets with parallel parking where a contiguous full width bike lane has 


been provided in addition to the full vehicle drive lanes. 
3. Bumpouts shall be eliminated or reduced in width if the existing street widths, combined 


with frequent turns from large vehicles, will result in large vehicles conflicting with 
oncoming traffic or pulling over the top of curbs on a regular basis.  This standard can 
be relaxed if the corner is identified as one that will not have vehicles above a certain 
size turning on a regular basis. 


4. The length of the bumpout shall be as long as practical, but not so long that it would 
eliminate a parking place (except in areas where on-street parking is in low demand).   


5. The transition from the bumpout back to the normal curb alignment shall be at a 45° 
angle to accommodate easier, efficient street sweeping and snow plowing. 


6. When a bumpout interrupts the gutter line drainage course, a new catch basin shall be 
installed at the point where the normal curb line intersects with the 45° angled curb 
referenced above. 
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Source Extension Length Extension Width Extension Radii Design Placement Considerations Landscaping and Drainage Design 
Considerations


Bicycle Facility Design 
Consideartions


Urban Street Design Guide
National Association of City 
Transportation Officials (NACTO)


Length of curb extension should be at least 
be equal to the width of the crosswalk, but is 
recommended to extend to the advanced 
stop bar.


Curb extension should be  1-2 feet narrower than 
the parking lane.


Curb extensions should be installed whenever on-
street parking is present to increase visibility, 
reduce the crossing distance, provide extra queuing 
space, and allow for enhancements such as seating 
and greenery. 


Best Design Practices for Walking 
and Bicycling in Michigan 
Michigan Department of 
Transportation


The new curb line should not encroach the 
traveled way where bicyclists or motor vehicles 
may be traveling. 


Curb extensions may be used anywhere with 
permitted on-street parallel or angle parking. They 
should be considered in particular where 
pedestrian crossings are too long. 


Guide for the Planning, Design, 
and Operation of Pedestrian 
Facilities 
American Association of State 
Highway and Transportation 
Officials (AASHTO)


In general, curb extensions should extend the 
width of the parking lane, approximately 1.8 m [6 
ft.] from the curb.


Curb extensions may not be needed or desirable on 
every leg of an intersection if: 
-The street leg is narrow; 
- Parking is not permitted; or
-The curb extension would interfere with a bicycle 
lane or the ability of the design vehicle to negotiate 
a right turn.


Low-level landscaping, planting stripes or boxes, 
is recommended to provide alignment cues for 
pedestrians and conspicuity for approaching 
motorists. 


Curb extensions may be used at intersections in any 
context zone but are emphasized in urban centers 
(C-5), urban cores (c-6) and other locations with 
high levels of pedestrian activity.


Curb extensions are used only where there is on-
street parking and where only a small percentage of 
turning vehicles are larger than the design vehicle.


Curb extensions are not applicable to intersections 
with exclusive right-turn lanes adjacent to the curb, 
or intersections with a high volume of right turning 
trucks or busses turning into narrow cross streets.


Curb extensions should be maximized based on 
space for adjacent vehicle and bicycle travel lanes. 


Curb extensions should extend to the full width of 
the parking lane or leave:
-10 Feet for the nearest auto travel lane
-11 to12 Feet for the nearest travel lane if it is a 
transit lane
-12 Feet for the nearest travel lane if it is a 
designated freight route or industrial street
-5 Feet or the full width of any adjacent bicycle 
lanes
Curb extensions less than 4 feet in length may not 
be a cost effectve solution.


Extend the curb no farther than the width of the 
parking lane.
Design the approach nose to ensure adequate 
setback of vehicles to provide visibility of 
pedestrians.


A fire truck turning zone with a 50–foot outside 
radius should be maintained clear of physical 
obstructions (signs, planters, non–flexible 
bollards, trees).


The design and placement of street furniture, 
trees, and plantings on a curb extension must 
not impede pedestrian flow, obstruct clear 
path, or interfere with “daylighting” the 
intersection, emergency operations, or sight 
lines.


When a curb extension conflicts with design 
vehicle turning movements, the curb extension 
should be reduced in size rather than eliminated 
wherever possible.


Vertical elements should be used to alert drivers 
and snow plow operators to presence of the 
curb extension to reduce the cost and 
implementation time of curb extension, trench 
drains can be considered instead of catch– 
basin relocation if a maintenance partner exists 
to clean the trench drain.


Avoid interrupting bicycle 
traffic with curb extensions.


Where bicycle lanes exist the 
curb extension must be 
outside the width of the 
bicycle lane.


Curb Extensions (Bulb-Outs) 
San Fransisco Better Streets


Curb extensions should continue at least to 
the inside edge of the crosswalk, and ideally 
extend 5 feet beyond the property line 
before beginning to return to the curb to 
provide addtiioal width for pedestrians, 
landscaping or other streetscape features. 


WSDOT Design Manual 
Wasthington State Department of 
Transportation


Street Design Manual: Sidewalks 
and Medians City of New York


Minimum curb extension length is typically 
equal to the full width of the crosswalk, 
however it can be longer when appropriate 
or necessary.


Curb extension width is typically two feet less than 
the width of the parking lane, but the curb 
extension can also extend to the bicycle lane when 
one is striped.


Designing Walkable Urban 
Thoroughfares: A Context 
Sensitive Approach
Institute of Transportation 
Engineers


Extend curb line into the street by 6 feet for 
parallel parking and to within 1 foot of stall depth 
with angled parking.


Design curb-extension radii to allow street 
cleaning vehicles to reach and turn all inside and 
outside corners. Normally this requires a radius of 
15 feet. 


Carefully consider drainage in the design of curb 
extensions to avoid interrupting the flow of 
water.


Curb extensions should follow all curb radius 
guidelines. Where turn radii make adding bulb-
outs at each corner prohibitive, strive for two 
bulbs per intersection, kitty-corner to each other, 
in order to improve pedestrian conditions for all 
four crossings of an intersection.



http://www.sfbetterstreets.org/find-project-types/pedestrian-safety-and-traffic-calming/traffic-calming-overview/curb-radius-changes/#design_guidelines�

http://www.sfbetterstreets.org/find-project-types/pedestrian-safety-and-traffic-calming/traffic-calming-overview/curb-radius-changes/#design_guidelines�

http://www.sfbetterstreets.org/find-project-types/pedestrian-safety-and-traffic-calming/traffic-calming-overview/curb-radius-changes/#design_guidelines�

http://www.sfbetterstreets.org/find-project-types/pedestrian-safety-and-traffic-calming/traffic-calming-overview/curb-radius-changes/#design_guidelines�

http://www.sfbetterstreets.org/find-project-types/pedestrian-safety-and-traffic-calming/traffic-calming-overview/curb-radius-changes/#design_guidelines�

http://www.sfbetterstreets.org/find-project-types/pedestrian-safety-and-traffic-calming/traffic-calming-overview/curb-radius-changes/#design_guidelines�

http://www.sfbetterstreets.org/find-project-types/pedestrian-safety-and-traffic-calming/traffic-calming-overview/curb-radius-changes/#design_guidelines�
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Curb 
Extensions


Curb extensions visually and physically narrow the roadway, 


creating safer and shorter crossings for pedestrians while 


increasing the available space for street furniture, benches, 


plantings, and street trees. They may be implemented on 


downtown, neighborhood, and residential streets, large and 


small. Curb extensions have multiple applications and may 


be segmented into various sub-categories, ranging from 


traffic calming to bus bulbs and midblock crossings.


Urban Streeet Design Guide (NACTO)
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S T RE E T D E SI G N E L E M E N T S


APPLICATION


Curb extension is an umbrella term 
that encompasses several different 
treatments and applications. These 
include:


•   Midblock curb extensions, known as 
pinchpoints or chokers, which may 
include cut-throughs for bicyclists.


•   Curb extensions used as gateways to 
minor streets known as neckdowns.


•   Offset curb extensions that force 
vehicles to move laterally, known  
as chicanes.


•  Curb extensions at bus (or transit) 
stops, also known as bus bulbs.


•  Conventional curb extensions, which 
are a recommended feature where 
there is on-street parking.  
 


BENEFITS & CONSIDERATIONS


Curb extensions decrease the overall 
width of the roadway and can serve  
as a visual cue to drivers that they  
are entering a neighborhood street  
or area. 


Curb extensions increase the overall 
visibility of pedestrians by aligning 
them with the parking lane and 
reducing the crossing distance for 
pedestrians, creating more time for 
preferential treatments, such as  
leading pedestrian interval and transit 
signal priority.1


Curb extensions tighten intersection 
curb radii and encourage slower 
turning speeds.


Installation of curb extensions may 
require moving a fire hydrant to 
maintain adequate curbside access 
in case of a fire. In such cases, a 
curb extension may incur additional 
expense or be reoriented to avoid 
conflict with the hydrant.2


Used as a bus bulb, curb extensions 
may improve bus travel times by 
reducing the amount of time a bus 
takes to merge with traffic after 
boarding. Bus bulbs also help to 
prevent motorists from double  
parking in the bus stop.3


Where application of a curb extension 
adversely impacts drainage, curb 
extensions may be designed as edge 
islands with a 1–2-foot gap from the 
curb or a trench drain.


Curb extensions can be implemented 
using low-cost, interim materials. In 
such cases, curb extensions should be 
demarcated from the existing road-
bed using temporary curbs, bollards, 
planters, or striping.
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GAT E WAY


Gateway
Curb extensions are often applied 
at the mouth of an intersection. 
When installed at the entrance to 
a residential or low-speed street, 
a curb extension is referred to 
as a “gateway” treatment and is 
intended to mark the transition to  
a slower speed street. 


CRITICAL 


The length of a curb extension should 
at least be equal to the width of the 
crosswalk, but is recommended to 
extend to the advanced stop bar. 
 


RECOMMENDED


1
A curb extension should generally 
be 1–2 feet narrower than the 


parking lane, except where the parking 
lane is treated with materials that 
integrate it into the structure of the 
sidewalk.


Curb extensions should be installed 
whenever on-street parking is 
present to increase visibility, reduce 
the crossing distance, provide 
extra queuing space, and allow for 
enhancements, such as seating  
or greenery.


2
Combine stormwater 
management features, such  


as bioswales or rain gardens, with  
curb extensions to absorb rainwater 
and reduce the impervious surface 
area of a street.


OPTIONAL


Curb extensions may be treated with 
corner street furniture and other ame-
nities that enhance the public realm.


In advance of a full reconstruction, 
gateways can be designed using 
striping or signage that communicates 
the entrance into a slow zone.


NEW YORK, NY


INDIANAPOLIS, IN


Curb extensions may be combined with 
bioswales in order to decrease puddling  
at crosswalks.


NEW YORK, NY


1


2
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S T RE E T D E SI G N E L E M E N T S


Pinchpoint
Curb extensions may be applied  
at midblock to slow traffic speeds  
and add public space. When utilized 
as a traffic calming treatment, mid-
block curb extensions are referred  
to as "pinchpoints" or "chokers". 


RECOMMENDED


1
Plant street trees on curb 
extensions aligned to the parking 


lane to narrow the overall profile of 
the roadway. Before installing street 
trees on the curb extension, assess 
surrounding utilities to ensure that the 
trees' roots will not damage under-
ground infrastructure. 


 


OPTIONAL


Pinchpoints can facilitate midblock 
pedestrian crossings of low-volume 
streets. These crossings do not need 
to be marked, unless volumes exceed 
2,000–3,000 vehicles per day or 
midblock destinations warrant an 
enhanced treatment.


2
Bicycle racks can be combined 
with curb extensions, especially 


in areas where bicycle parking is 
insufficient or demand for long-term  
or short-term parking is unmet.


1


2


NEW YORK, NY


6 1/2 Avenue in New York City connects a 
series of privately-owned public spaces that 
cut midblock through Midtown. The visibility 
of crossing pedestrians was improved here 
using pinchpoints constructed with interim 
materials.
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CHI C A N E


Chicane
Offset curb extensions on residen-
tial or low volume downtown 
streets create a chicane effect that 
slows traffic speeds considerably. 
Chicanes increase the amount  
of public space available on a  
corri dor and can be activated using 
benches, bicycle parking, and  
other amenities.


RECOMMENDED 


A chicane design may warrant addi-
tional signing and striping to ensure 
that drivers are aware of a slight bend 
in the roadway. 
 


OPTIONAL


Where application of a curb extension 
adversely impacts drainage, curb 
extensions may be designed as edge 
islands with a 1–2-foot gap from  
the curb.


Curb extensions can be implemented 
using low-cost or temporary materials. 
In such cases, curb extensions should 
be demarcated from the existing road-
bed using temporary curbs, bollards, 
planters, or striping.


Chicanes may be designed using a 
return angle of 45 degrees, or a more 
gradual taper and transition, resulting 
in an S-shaped roadway.


A chicane configuration may also be 
created using a “checkered” parking 
scheme.


SAN FRANCISCO, CA


A chicane was added to slow speeds 
entering this residential block.
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S T RE E T D E SI G N E L E M E N T S


Bus Bulbs
Bus bulbs are curb extensions that 
align the bus stop with the parking 
lane, allowing buses to stop and 
board passengers without ever 
leaving the travel lane. Bus bulbs 
help buses move faster and more 
reliably by decreasing the amount  
of time lost when merging in and  
out of traffic.


CRITICAL 


Bus bulbs have a desired length of the 
equivalent of two buses for a route 
with frequent service (e.g., 140 feet for 
two articulated buses). Routes with 
less frequent service may have the 
length of one bus from the front of the 
vehicle to the back door (e.g., 30 feet). 
The width should reflect the need for 
maneuvering and accommodation of 
bus shelters, at least 6 feet but pref-
erably 8–10 feet.4 


Cities should work with transit 
providers to determine the clear width 
necessary to deploy a wheelchair-
accessible lift onto the bus bulb.


A bus bulb should be roughly equal to 
the width of the parking lane with a 
return angle of 45 degrees.5 


 


RECOMMENDED


Use cut-throughs for curbside bike 
lanes and cycle tracks at intersections 
and midblock bus bulbs. Curbside bike 
lanes should not be dropped on the 
approach to an intersection with a  
curb extension.


Where a near-side bus bulb is 
combined with a turn restriction, 
design the curb to self-enforce the 
turn restriction and monitor closely 
to ensure that transit vehicles are not 
suffering from delays.


1
Bus bulbs should be equipped 
with transit shelters whenever 


possible. Shelters make transit more 
attractive and may be combined with 
off-board fare collection for faster 
payment options. 
 


OPTIONAL


When applied near-side, bus bulbs may 
require right-turn-on-red restrictions 
where motorists are likely to queue in 
the right-hand lane. At these locations, 
enforcement is absolutely necessary to 
ensure that the curb extension serves 
its purpose successfully.


Bus bulbs may be combined with 
amenities such as wayfinding maps, 
plantings, and trees to enhance the 
overall transit user experience.


SEAT TLE , WA


The bike lane can be routed behind a  
bus boarding island.


1







17Best Design Practices for Walking and Bicycling in Michigan


Potential Crashes Potential Mobility Improvements
Cost


Motor Vehicles Pedestrians Bicyclists Motor Vehicles Pedestrians Bicyclists


Bulb-outs (also known as curb extensions or bump-outs) 
extend the sidewalk or planting space out into the existing 
roadway, taking up space in a parking lane.


Bulb-outs may be used anywhere with permitted on-street 
parallel or angle parking. They should be considered in 
particular where pedestrian crossings are too long.


Bulb-outs increase visibility between pedestrians and 
motorists. They also shorten the distance a pedestrian must 
cross to reach the other side of the street.


Curbs must be reconstructed to extend the pedestrian 
space. The new curb line should not encroach the traveled 
way where bicyclists or motor vehicles may be traveling.


Signalized Intersection Improvements


Bulb-Outs


Reduce Reduce No Difference No Difference Better No Difference Med/High


Image: Lansing, Michigan. Source: Google Earth Professional


What:


Where:


Why:


How:


Best Design Practices for Walking and Bicycling in Michigan (MDOT)
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Pedestrians can legally cross the street at any inter-
section whether a marked crosswalk exists or not. To 
enhance awareness by motorists, install crosswalks on 
all approaches of signalized intersections. If special 
circumstances make it unsafe to do so, attempt to 
mitigate the circumstance. 


Curb Extensions 


Background and Purpose


Curb extensions (also called nubs, bulb-outs, knuck-
les, or neck-downs) extend the line of the curb into 
the traveled way reducing the width of the street. Curb 
extensions typically occur at intersections, but can be 
used at mid-block locations to shadow the width of a 
parking lane, bus stop, or loading zone. Curb exten-
sions can provide the following benefi ts:


• Reduce pedestrian crossing distance and expo-
sure to traffi c;


• Improve driver and pedestrian sight distance
and visibility at intersections;


• Separate parking maneuvers from vehicles turn-
ing at the intersections;


• Visually and physically narrow the traveled way,
resulting in a calming effect;


• Encourage and facilitate pedestrian crossing at
preferred locations;


• Keep vehicles from parking too close to inter-
sections and blocking crosswalks;


• Provide wider waiting areas at crosswalks and
intersection bus stops;


• Reduce the effective curb return radius and slow
turning traffi c;


• Enhance ADA requirements by providing space
for level landings; and


• Provide space for streetscape elements if extend-
ed beyond crosswalks.


Curb extensions serve to better defi ne and delineate the 
traveled way as being separate from the parking lane 
and roadside. They are used only where there is on-
street parking and the distance between curbs is greater 
than what is needed for the vehicular traveled way.


General Principles and 
Considerations


General principles and considerations regarding curb 
extensions include the following.


• Curb extensions may be used at intersections in
any context zone, but are emphasized in urban
centers (C-5), urban cores (C-6) and other loca-
tions with high levels of pedestrian activity.


• Curb extensions help manage confl ict between
modes, particularly between vehicles and pedes-
trians. The curb extension is an effective mea-
sure to improve pedestrian safety and comfort
and might contribute to slower vehicle speed.


• The design of the curb extension should cre-
ate an additional pedestrian area in the driver’s
fi eld of vision, thereby increasing the visibility
of pedestrians as they wait to cross the street, as
shown in Figure 10.15.


• Curb extensions are used only where there is
on-street parking and only a small percentage of
turning vehicles that are larger than the design
vehicle.


• Curb extensions are not applicable to roadways
without on-street parking lanes, intersections


Figure 10.15 Curb extensions can improve
pedestrian visibility and reduce crossing 
distance. Source: Community, Design + 
Architecture.


Designing Walkable Urban Thoroughfares:  A Context Senstive Approach (ITE)
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with exclusive right-turn lanes adjacent to the 
curb, or intersections with a high volume of 
right-turning trucks or buses turning into nar-
row cross streets.


• Carefully consider drainage in the design of 
curb extensions to avoid interrupting the fl ow 
of water along the curb, thus pooling water at 
the crosswalk.


• Curb extensions work especially well with di-
agonal parking, shadowing the larger profi le of 


the row of parking and providing large areas in 
the pedestrian realm. 


• Adjusting the curb return radius can accommo-
date emergency vehicle and large design vehi-
cles. An “effective” radius can accommodate the 
design vehicle through the use of a mountable 
(or fl ush with pavement) extension with bol-
lards to protect the pedestrian area as shown in 
Figures 10.16 and 10.17. Flush curb extensions 
are frequently combined with raised intersec-


Figure 10.16 A mid-block crossing 
with a fl ush curb in Australia. Pedestrians 
are separated from passing vehicles with 
bollards. Source: Community, Design + 
Architecture.


Figure 10.17 Use of 
contrasting material and 
bollards to delineate the 
pedestrian and vehicle 
areas. Source: Kimley-
Horn and Associates Inc.
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tions. However, care should be taken to provide 
adequate vehicle turning paths outside the des-
ignated pedestrian waiting area. 


• Where bicycle lanes exist, the curb extension 
must be outside the width of the bicycle lane.


• Design curb extension radii to allow street clean-
ing vehicles to reach and turn all inside and out-
side corners. Normally this requires a radius of 
15 ft. This will also help stormwater fl ow in the 
gutters around corners.


Recommended Practice 


The following practices are recommended when de-
signing curb extensions on major urban thorough-
fares:


• Reduce crossing width at intersections by ex-
tending the curb line into the street by 6 or 7 
ft. for parallel parking and to within 1 ft. of stall 
depth with angled parking. Ensure that the curb 
extension does not extend into travel or bicycle 
lanes. 


• Apply the appropriate curb return radius in 
the design of a curb extension. If necessary, use 
three-centered or asymmetric curb returns to 
accommodate design vehicles.


• Where buses stop in the travel lane, curb ex-
tensions can be used to defi ne the location of 
the stop and create additional waiting area and 
space for shelters, benches and other pedestrian 
facilities. 


• When possible, allow water to drain away from 
the curb extension. In other cases a drainage in-
let may need to be installed and connected to an 
existing underground stormdrain system. 


• Curb extensions are usually constructed integral 
with the curb. In retrofi t projects, curb exten-
sions may be constructed away from the curb to 
allow drainage along the original fl owline (Fig-
ure 10.18). Consider that this design might re-
quire additional maintenance to keep the fl ow-
line clear. 


• When considering construction of curb exten-
sions where an existing high road crown exists, 
reconstruction of the street might be necessary 
to avoid back draining the sidewalk toward 
abutting buildings. Slot drains along the side-
walk may provide an alternate solution.


• Sidewalks, ramps, curb extensions and cross-
walks should all align with no unnecessary me-
andering.


Justifi cation


Curb extensions in unused or underutilized street 
space can be used to shorten pedestrian crossing dis-
tance, increase pedestrian visibility and provide ad-
ditional space for pedestrian queuing and support 
activity. Extensions can increase safety, effi ciency and 
attractiveness. 


Figure 10.18 Curb extensions may be used as 
landscaping or hardscape opportunities. This example 
shows a retrofi t curb extension with drainage 
retained between the extension and the curb. Source: 
Community, Design + Architecture.







Size Options for Constructing Bump-outs 
 
Birmingham has constructed ‘bump-outs’ with widths of 4’, 6’, 8’, and 12’. Please see plans and 
photos below of each size of bump-out constructed in Birmingham.   For illustration purposes, 
one example of a 6’ wide bump-out is provided as constructed in Royal Oak.   


1.  Four Foot ‘Bump-Outs’ 
 


  


 


Birmingham Example Pierce and Martin: 
Both Pierce and Martin have 1 lane in each direction 
 


 
Figure 1 Engineering Drawings 
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Figure 2 Looking South on Pierce (bump-out on left). 


 


 
 
 Figure 3  Looking North on Pierce (bump-out on  left and right) Notice vehicle idling 
alongside bump-out.  The city engineer reports that this is common.  As designed, 
the intersection provides an area for delivery trucks to stop and deliver packages. 
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2.  Six Foot ‘Bump-Outs’ 
 


 


 


Birmingham Example: Chester and Martin 
Both Chester and Martin are have one lane of traffic in each direction. Martin has angled 
parking east of Chester, and Chester has parallel parking.   
 


 
 
Figure 4  Engineering drawing of curb extensions 


 


Figure 5  Looking South on Chester. 
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Royal Oak Example:  Second and Main 
Since Birmingham has limited examples of 6’ ‘bump-outs,’ this second example is taken from 
Main and Second Street in Royal Oak. 
Main street has 2 lanes in each direction while Second street has 1 lane in each direction.  Both 
Main and Second have parallel parking. 


  
 
Figure 6  Looking north on Main Street.  


 


 
 
Figure 7  Looking east across  Main Street on the south side of Second Street. 
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Figure 8  Looking north on the east side of Main Street. Notice use of increased 
space for inclusion of tree planting, benches and trash receptacles. 
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3. Eight Foot ‘Bump-Outs’  


 


 


Birmingham Example 1: N. Eton and Derby 
Both Eton and Derby have one lane of traffic in both directions. Eton contains bike lanes on 
both sides of the road.  


  


Figure 9  Engineering drawing of N. Eton and Derby 


 
Figure 10  Looking north on the west side of N. Eton Street. 
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 Birmingham Example 2: Lincoln and Pierce 
 
Both Lincoln and Pierce have one lane in both directions. Lincoln has parallel parking. 


  


Figure 11  Engineering drawing of Lincoln and Pierce 


 


 


Figure 12  Looking west on Lincoln, curb ‘bump-out’ on the left. 
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Figure 13  Looking across Lincoln on the west side of Pierce. 
 
 


 


Figure 14  Close up of bump-out. Notice tire tracks have eroded grass and created 
rut as vehicles have difficulty navigating turns. 
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4.  Twelve Foot ‘Bump-Outs’ 
 


 
 


Birmingham Example: Martin and Bates 
Martin and Bates both contain 1 lane in each direction. Martin contains angled parking. 


 
 
Figure 13  Engineering drawing of Martin and Bates 
 


 
Figure 14  Looking west on Martin. 
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Farmington – 2 
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Ferndale – 2  







 


Ferndale – 3  


 







 


Grosse Pointe – 1  







 


Grosse Pointe – 2  







 


Northville – 1  







 


Northville – 2  







 


Plymouth – 1  







 


Plymouth – 2  







 


Pontiac – 1  







 


Pontiac – 2  







 


Royal Oak – 1  







MEMORANDUM 
 


Engineering Dept. 
DATE:   October 29, 2015 
 
TO:   Multi-Modal Transportation Board 
 
FROM:  Paul T. O’Meara, City Engineer 
 
SUBJECT: Curb Extension (Bumpout) Policy 
 
 
Curb bumpouts are typically installed in areas of high pedestrian demand to reduce the width of 
the street at a crosswalk.  Curb bumpouts can increase pedestrian safety and reduce average 
vehicle traffic speeds.  Bumpouts have drawbacks that include increased storm sewer costs (to 
accommodate more complex drainage patterns), more time consuming maintenance efforts 
(such as street sweeping and snow removal), and less space for turning larger vehicles.   
 
In September, the City Commission reviewed and approved the Multi-Modal Transportation 
Board (MMTB) recommendation for the design of bumpouts on the Hamilton Ave. Paving 
project, scheduled for construction in 2016.  Although the recommendations were approved, 
questions were raised about the reasoning for the size of some of the bumpouts.  While the 
majority of bumpouts installed in Birmingham have been designed according to internal policy 
developed several years ago, it has never been formally discussed or endorsed by any board or 
the City Commission.  Now that there is a Board focusing on multi-modal use of the public 
streets, it would be helpful for this matter to be reviewed so that a policy can be finalized and 
endorsed by both the MMTB and the City Commission.  
 
When bumpouts were first being implemented in Birmingham, there were no standard 
guidelines on how to design them.  Former City Engineer Dennis Dembiec and I made an 
internal policy that included: 
 


1. The bumpout shall be located so that it reduces the crosswalk length, and not extended 
away from the intersection so far that it begins to compromise adjacent parking spaces. 


2. The bumpout shall be a standard of 4 ft. in width (that is, a four foot encroachment into 
the street) as a fair compromise between the needs of the pedestrians, and the needs of 
all the others using the road, such as motorists, bicyclists, delivery trucks, and 
emergency vehicles.  On narrow streets, the four foot width shall be reduced if it 
restricts the turning movement of trucks commonly used in the immediate area. 


3. The bumpout shall be tapered back into the adjacent curb line at a 45° angle to simplify 
street sweeping, hopefully reducing or eliminating any street surfaces that cannot be 
reached by the mechanical sweeper. 


 
All of the bumpouts in areas with parallel parking constructed in the downtown area have been 
built to this 4 ft. standard (or less where travel lanes or turning movements would be routinely 
obstructed).  We have always felt that providing four feet of road surface beyond the minimum 
lane width is imperative. It provides a factor of safety for bad weather conditions, errant 
drivers, extra wide vehicles, times when a portion of the road has to be closed for utility or road 
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repairs, snow emergencies, bicyclists, etc.  At “T” intersections this space also is used for 
standing vehicles, such as UPS trucks.  Although the bumpouts adjacent to angled parking on 
Martin St. are larger and extend the full width of the parking lane, they too have this factor of 
safety in the design.  Angled parking lanes actually have an additional four feet of space 
between the travel lane and the parked cars so that vehicles exiting parking spaces can pull out 
partially before entering the traffic lane.  This same four feet is kept clear in the area of the 
bumpout as well.   
 
More recently, the original Multi-Modal Transportation Steering Committee oversaw the designs 
of the first street projects built after the new Multi-Modal Transportation Plan had been 
prepared.  Projects built in 2014 from these discussions are listed below, the first representing a 
deviation: 
 


1. Lincoln Ave. – Southfield Rd. to Woodward Ave.  
 
The bumpouts installed on Lincoln Ave. were constructed at the maximum possible width, 
encompassing an 8 ft. encroachment into the street width, leaving no factor of safety for 
vehicles that may not see the bumpout.  Consideration for large vehicle turns and bicyclists was 
considered but not included in the design.  The design was not as recommended by the 
Engineering Dept., but proceeded due to the stated goals of the committee to 1) ensure that 
speeds were reduced, and 2) bypassing of left turning vehicles would be eliminated.   
 


2. N. Eton Rd. – Derby Rd. to Yorkshire Rd. 
 
A parking lane was constructed on southbound N. Eton Rd., providing an opportunity for 
bumpouts on the west side of the street at key locations.  Since a six foot wide bike lane was 
also installed between the driving lane and the parking lane, the space where the bike lane is 
located creates an area for a factor of safety.  This design is endorsed by the Engineering Dept.  
 
Beginning with the 2014 projects that included new features such as bike lanes and sharrows, 
our office started referring to two publications prepared by the national authority for these 
matters, the American Assoc. of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO).  The 
publications are the Guide for the Planning, Design, and Operation of Pedestrian Facilities” 
printed in 2004, and the “Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities” printed in 2012.  Both 
documents contain excellent ideas and directives that help ensure that our facilities will be 
standardized and follow accepted national practices wherever possible.  As Birmingham 
implements its own official policy on the design of bumpouts, it is important that the policy does 
not conflict with the directives of the AASHTO guidelines.   
 
Three pages pertaining to the design of intersections from the Pedestrian Facilities guide is 
attached to this report.  The document helps describe the many considerations that should be 
factored into the design of intersections, and how they impact pedestrians.  An average 6 ft. 
wide bumpout is recommended, although factors such as bicycles and snow removal are 
referenced as factors to be considered.  Noting that the document was prepared in 2004, and 
that the design of streets with bike use being encouraged is a more recent phenomenon, the 
smaller 4 ft. encroachment that Birmingham has used continues to be recommended as an 
appropriate size that will best accommodate all users of the road. 
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More recently, the current Multi-Modal Transportation Board reviewed and recommended a 
bumpout design for the reconstruction of Hamilton Ave. between N. Old Woodward Ave. and 
Woodward Ave.  Consistent with past practice, all bumpouts were sized with an encroachment 
into the road of 4 feet.  As discussed previously, bumpouts were not provided at the southeast 
corner of N. Old Woodward Ave. (as that intersection is also scheduled to be reconstructed in 
the relatively near future), and on Ferndale St., due to the narrow width of the existing 
pavement making turns difficult for large vehicles.  Since there has been interest expressed in 
installing bumpouts as large as 8 ft. on this project (using the full width of the marked parking 
lane), the new attached drawing helps depict what larger bumpouts would look like on Hamilton 
Ave.  The larger bumpouts would eliminate the factor of safety referenced above, as well as 
result in more difficulty for large turning vehicles.  On the attached concept plans, the larger 8 
ft. wide bumpouts help depict how difficulties in turning larger vehicles would increase with the 
larger bumpouts (the dashed line depicts the bumpouts as they were approved). 
 
To summarize, the attached list of criteria are suggested to finalize a bumpout policy for the 
City of Birmingham.  Although a design policy will be in place, staff will continue to ask the 
Multi-Modal Transportation Board to review and recommend all future such designs, with final 
approval coming from the City Commission.  A suggested resolution is provided below: 
 
SUGGESTED RESOLUTION: 
 
To approve the provided bumpout (curb extension) policy for the City of Birmingham for all 
future City street projects, or private building projects where bumpouts may be constructed. 
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CITY OF BIRMINGHAM 
BUMPOUT (CURB EXTENSION) POLICY 
 
October 30, 2015 
 
Curb bumpouts should be considered under the following conditions: 
 


1. When a City street is being reconstructed. 
2. When a commercial or multi-family residential building is being built. 
3. When a specific crosswalk has been identified as having high pedestrian demand. 
4. When a City street has been measured with the 85th percentile speed 5 mph or more 


above the signed speed limit. 
 
Curb bumpouts shall be designed with the following features: 
 


1. The bumpout shall be located on streets where parking is legal and wide enough to 
accommodate a road narrowing. 


2. Bumpouts shall be designed with the following widths: 
a. 4 ft. wide on streets with parallel parking. 
b. 12 ft. wide on streets with 45° angled on-street parking, provided the drive lane is 


the standard minimum of 16 ft. wide. 
c. 8 ft. wide on streets with parallel parking where a contiguous full width bike lane has 


been provided in addition to the full vehicle drive lanes. 
3. Bumpouts shall be eliminated or reduced in width if the existing street widths, combined 


with frequent turns from large vehicles, will result in large vehicles conflicting with 
oncoming traffic or pulling over the top of curbs on a regular basis.  This standard can 
be relaxed if the corner is identified as one that will not have vehicles above a certain 
size turning on a regular basis. 


4. The length of the bumpout shall be as long as practical, but not so long that it would 
eliminate a parking place (except in areas where on-street parking is in low demand).   


5. The transition from the bumpout back to the normal curb alignment shall be at a 45° 
angle to accommodate easier, efficient street sweeping and snow plowing. 


6. When a bumpout interrupts the gutter line drainage course, a new catch basin shall be 
installed at the point where the normal curb line intersects with the 45° angled curb 
referenced above. 
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DRAFT 
CITY OF BIRMINGHAM  


  MULTI-MODAL TRANSPORTATION BOARD  
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 5, 2015 


City Commission Room  
151 Martin Street, Birmingham, Michigan 


 
 
Minutes of the regular meeting of the City of Birmingham Multi-Modal 
Transportation Board held Thursday, November 5, 2015.   
 
Moved and seconded to nominate Vionna Adams as temporary chairperson. 
 
Motion carried, 5-0. 
 
Temporary Chairperson Vionna Adams convened the meeting at 6:03 p.m. 
 
1. ROLL CALL 
 
Present: Temporary Chairperson Vionna Adams; Board Members Stuart 


Bordman, Lara Edwards, Andy Lawson (arrived at 6:25 p.m.), 
Michael Surnow, Amanda Warner (left at 7:25 p.m.); Student 
Representative Daniel Evans 


 
Absent:  Chairperson Johanna Slanga; Student Representative Rebecca 


Mendel 
 
Administration:  Oren Brandvain, Asst. City Planner 
  Jana Ecker, Planning Director 
  Austin Fletcher, Asst. City Engineer 
  Commander Scott Grewe, Police Dept.   
  Paul O'Meara, City Engineer 
  Carole Salutes, Recording Secretary 
 
Also Present: Mike Labadie and Julie Kroll from Fleis & Vandenbrink 


 (“F&V”),Transportation Engineering Consultants 
 
 
2. INTRODUCTIONS    
 
Ms. Ecker introduced Oren Brandvain, new Asst. City Planner. 
 
 
3. REVIEW AGENDA  (no change) 
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permit parking.  Everyone along the street was incredibly positive about signing 
the petition and no one was opposed.  
 
Motion by Mr. Bordman 
Seconded by Mr. Lawson to recommend to the City Commission that there 
be residential permit parking on Bates St. between Brown and Frank. 
 
Motion carried, 5-0. 
 
ROLLCALL VOTE 
Yeas:  Bordman, Lawson, Adams, Edwards, Surnow 
Nays:  None 
Absent:  Slanga, Warner 
 
 
8. BUMPOUT (CURB EXTENSION) POLICY 
 
Mr. O'Meara explained that bumpouts are typically installed in areas of high 
pedestrian demand to reduce the width of the street at a crosswalk.  Curb 
bumpouts can increase pedestrian safety and reduce average vehicle traffic 
speeds.  While the majority of bumpouts installed in Birmingham have been 
designed according to internal policy developed several years ago, it has never 
been formally discussed or endorsed by any board or the City Commission. Now 
that there is a board focusing on multi-modal use of the public streets, it would be 
helpful for this matter to be reviewed so that a policy can be finalized and 
endorsed by both the MMTB and the City Commission. 
 
Beginning with the 2014 projects that included new features such as bike lanes 
and sharrows, the Engineering Dept. started referring to two publications 
prepared by the national authority for these matters, the American Assoc. of 
State Highway and Transportation Officials ("AASHTO"). Both documents 
contain excellent ideas and directives that help ensure that our facilities will be 
standardized and follow accepted national practices wherever possible. As 
Birmingham implements its own official policy on the design of bumpouts, it is 
important that the policy does not conflict with the directives of the AASHTO 
guidelines. 
 
Ms. Edwards and Mr. Lawson thought bumpouts should be made as wide as 
possible. Mr. O'Meara noted the AASHTO guidelines recommend an average 6 
ft. wide bumpout, although factors such as bicycles and snow removal are 
referenced as factors to be considered.    
 
To summarize, a list of criteria was suggested to finalize a bumpout policy for the 
City of Birmingham.  
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Motion by Ms. Edwards 
Seconded by Mr. Bordman to accept the City of Birmingham Bumpout 
(Curb Extension) Policy with the change of increasing 2 (a) from 4 to 6 ft.: 
 
Curb bumpouts should be considered under the following conditions: 
1. When a City street is being reconstructed. 
2. When a commercial or multi-family residential building is being built. 
3. When a specific crosswalk has been identified as having high pedestrian 
demand. 
4. When a City street has been measured with the 85th percentile speed 5 
mph or more above the signed speed limit. 
 
Curb bumpouts shall be designed with the following features: 
1. The bumpout shall be located on streets where parking is legal and wide 
enough to accommodate a road narrowing. 
2. Bumpouts shall be designed with the following widths: 
a.    6 ft. wide on streets with parallel parking. 
b.   12 ft. wide on streets with 45° angled on-street parking, provided the   
 drive lane is the standard minimum of 16 ft. wide. 
c.  8 ft. wide on streets with parallel parking where a contiguous full 
 width bike lane has been provided in addition to the full vehicle drive 
 lanes. 
3. Bumpouts shall be eliminated or reduced in width if the existing street 
widths, combined with frequent turns from large vehicles, will result in 
large vehicles conflicting with oncoming traffic or pulling over the top of 
curbs on a regular basis. This standard can be relaxed if the corner is 
identified as one that will not have vehicles above a certain size turning on 
a regular basis. 
4. The length of the bumpout shall be as long as practical, but not so long 
that it would eliminate a parking place (except in areas where on-street 
parking is in low demand). 
5. The transition from the bumpout back to the normal curb alignment shall 
be at a 45° angle to accommodate easier, efficient street sweeping and 
snow plowing. 
6. When a bumpout interrupts the gutter line drainage course, a new catch 
basin shall be installed at the point where the normal curb line intersects 
with the 45° angled curb referenced above. 
 
Public comments on the motion were taken at 8 p.m. 
 
Mr. Larry Bertollini thought the small bumpouts for bikers makes some sense. 
 
Motion carried, 5-0. 
 
VOICE VOTE 
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Yeas:  Edwards, Bordman, Adams, Lawson, Surnow 
Nays:  None 
Absent:  Warner, Slanga 
 
 
9. MEETING OPEN TO THE PUBLIC FOR ITEMS NOT ON THE AGENDA   
 
 Mr. Bordman noted the only problem he has seen on W. Maple Rd. is that 


east of Cranbrook people don't recognize they have to merge down from 
two lanes into one.  Mr. O'Meara replied that was changed about two 
weeks ago so that the right lane officially ends and turns into the new 
alignment. 


 Mr. Bordman asked if the bike lane on Oak could go one block east across 
the bridge to Lakeside.  Mr. O'Meara indicated he would check on that. 


 
 
G. MISCELLANEOUS COMMUNICATIONS (items in the packet) 
 
 
H. ADJOURNMENT 
 
No further business being evident, the temporary chairperson adjourned the 
meeting at 8:06 p.m. 
 
 
            
     Jana Ecker, Planning Director 
 
 
            
     Paul O'Meara, City Engineer  
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MEMORANDUM 
Police Department 


DATE: December 11, 2015 


TO: Joseph A. Valentine, City Manager 


FROM: Donald A. Studt, Police Chief 


SUBJECT: An Ordinance to Amend Part II of the City Code, Chapter 74 
Offenses, Article VI. Offenses Against Public Safety, Division 2 
Weapons to Add Section 74-218 Carrying Under the Influence 


Recently, the Police Department has made a number of drunken driving arrests where the 
driver has been found to be in possession of a concealed pistol.  Under the City’s current 
ordinance, the officer must bifurcate the defendant’s citations to include one citation under city 
ordinance for operating while under the influence and a second citation under state law for 
carrying a pistol under the influence.    


The City Attorney had the opportunity to review Michigan law involving “Carrying Under the 
Influence” and discovered that the State has a three tiered system: 


An individual carrying a concealed pistol with any BAC (blood alcohol content) is subject 
to immediate seizure of their pistol and the following penalties:   


1. BAC of .02 - .07 = Civil Infraction, $100 fine and up to 1-year CPL license
revocation.


2. BAC of .08 - .09 = 93 day misdemeanor, $100 fine and up to a 3-year CPL
license revocation.


3. BAC of .10 or more = 93 day misdemeanor. $100 fine and permanent CPL
license revocation.


NOTE: This does not prohibit an individual licensed under the Act to carry a 
concealed pistol who has a bodily alcohol content from transporting that pistol in 
the locked trunk of his/her motor vehicle or another motor vehicle, in which 
he/she is a passenger.  If the vehicle does not have a trunk, he or she may 
transport that pistol unloaded in a locked compartment or container that is 
separated from the ammunition for the pistol, or on a vessel if the pistol is 
transported unloaded in a locked compartment or container that is separate from 
the ammunition for that pistol. 


The City Attorney recommends that the City adopt the enclosed ordinance so that officers will 
no longer have to bifurcate citations.   Officers will have to be careful on the face of the citation 
to cite the appropriate section.   
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Additionally, as of December 1, 2015, the State of Michigan has eliminated the Concealed 
Weapons Licensing Board which was a three person board in each county.  It is now the 
responsibility of each respective county clerk to issue and/or revoke the licenses of CPL holders.    
 
 
SUGGESTED RESOLUTION: 
That the City Commission approve the ordinance to amend Part II of the Birmingham City Code, 
Chapter 74 Offenses, Article VI. Offenses Against Public Safety, Division 2 Weapons to add 
Section 74-218 Carrying Under The Influence.    


 
 


 







CITY OF BIRMINGHAM 


ORDINANCE NO. ___ _ 


AN ORDINANCE TO AMEND PART II OF THE CITY CODE, CHAPTER 74 OFFENSES, 
ARTICLE VI. OFFENSES AGAINST PUBLIC SAFETY, DIVISION 2 WEAPONS TO ADD 
SECTION 74-218 CARRYING UNDER THE INFLUENCE. 


THE CITY OF BIRMINGHAM ORDAINS: 
Part II of the City Code, Chapter 74 Offenses, Article VI. Offenses Against Public Safety, Division 
2 Weapons, shall be amended to add Section 74-218 Carrying Under the Influence, as follows: 


DIVISION 2. - WEAPONS 


Sec. 74-218. - Carrying Under the Influence 


(1) Acceptance of a license to carry a concealed pistol constitutes implied consent to submit to 
a chemical analysis under this section. 


(2) An individual shall not carry a concealed while he or she is under the influence of alcoholic 
liquor or a controlled substance or while having a bodily alcohol content prohibited under 
this section. An individual who violates this section is responsible for a municipal civil 
infraction or guilty of a misdemeanor crime as follows: 


(a) If the person was under the influence of alcoholic liquor or a controlled substance or a 
combination of alcoholic liquor and a controlled substance, or had a bodily alcohol 
content of .10 or more grams per 100 milliliters of blood, per 210 liters of breath, or per 
67 milliliters of urine, the individual is guilty of a misdemeanor punishable by 
imprisonment for not more than 93 days or $100.00, or both. The court shall order the 
county clerk in the county in which the individual was issued a license to carry a 
concealed pistol to revoke the license. The county clerk shall notify the department of 
state police of the revocation in a manner prescribed by the department of state police. 
The department of state police shall immediately enter that revocation into the law 
enforcement information network. 


(b) If the person had a bodily alcohol content of .08 or more but less than .10 grams per 
100 milliliters of blood, per 210 liters of breath, or per 67 milliliters of urine, the 
individual is guilty of a misdemeanor punishable by imprisonment for not more than 93 
days or $100.00, or both. The court shall order the county clerk in the county in which 
the individual was issued a license to carry a concealed pistol to suspend the license for 
3 years. The county clerk shall notify the department of state police of that suspension 
in a manner prescribed by the department of state police. The department of state 
police shall immediately enter that suspension into the law enforcement information 
network. 


(c) If the person had a bodily alcohol content of .02 or more but less than .08 grams per 
100 milliliters of blood, per 210 liters of breath, or per 67 milliliters of urine, the 







individual is responsible for a municipal civil infraction and shall be fined $100.00. The 
peace officer shall notify the department of state police of a civil infraction under this 
subdivision. The department of state police shall notify the county clerk in the county in 
which the individual was issued the license, who shall suspend the license for 1 year. 
The department of state police shall immediately enter that suspension into the law 
enforcement information network. 


(3) This section does not prohibit an individual licensed under this act to carry a concealed 
pistol who has any bodily alcohol content from transporting that pistol in the locked trunk of 
his or her motor vehicle or another motor vehicle in which he or she is a passenger or, if the 
vehicle does not have a trunk, from transporting that pistol unloaded in a locked 
compartment or container that is separated from the ammunition for that pistol. 


(4) A peace officer who has probable cause to believe an individual is carrying a concealed 
pistol may require the individual to submit to a chemical analysis of his or her breath, blood, 
or urine. 


(5) Before an individual is required to submit to a chemical analysis under subsection (4), the 
peace officer shall inform the individual of all of the following: 


(a) The individual may refuse to submit to the chemical analysis, but if he or she chooses to 
do so, all of the following apply: 


(i) The officer may obtain a court order requiring the individual to submit to a chemical 
analysis. 


(ii) The refusal shall result in his or her license to carry a concealed pistol being 
suspended for 6 months. 


(b) If the individual submits to the chemical analysis, he or she may obtain a chemical 
analysis described in subsection (4) from a person of his or her own choosing. 


(6) The collection and testing of breath, blood, and urine specimens under this section shall be 
conducted in the same manner that breath, blood, and urine specimens are collected and 
tested for alcohol- and controlled-substance-related driving violations under the Michigan 
vehicle code, 1949 PA 300, MCL 257.1 to 257.923. 


(7) If a person refuses to take a chemical test authorized under this section, the person is 
responsible for a municipal civil infraction and shall be fined $100.00. A peace officer shall 
promptly report the refusal in writing to the department of state police. The department of 
state police shall notify the county clerk in the county in which the license was issued, who 
shall suspend the license for 6 months. The department of state police shall immediately 
enter that suspension into the law enforcement information network. 


(8) As used in this section: 
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(a) "Alcoholic liquor" means that term as defined in section 105 of the Michigan liquor 
control code of 1998, 1998 PA 58, MCL 436.1105. 


 
(b) "Controlled substance" means that term as defined in section 7104 of the public health 


code, 1978 PA 368, MCL 333.7104. 
 


(c) "Under the influence of alcoholic liquor or a controlled substance" means that the 
individual's ability to properly handle a pistol or to exercise clear judgment regarding the 
use of that pistol was substantially and materially affected by the consumption of 
alcoholic liquor or a controlled substance. 


 
State Law Reference –  Firearms - MCL §28.425k.amended 


 
Ordained this ___ day of, __________2016, but to become effective upon publication in 


a newspaper of general circulation within the City of Birmingham. 
 
       
  
 ______________________________ 


  Rackeline J. Hoff, Mayor 
 
      
 ______________________________ 
       Laura M. Pierce, City Clerk 
 
 
 
I, Laura M. Pierce, City Clerk of the City of Birmingham, do hereby certify that the foregoing 
ordinance was passed by the Commission of the City of Birmingham, Michigan at a regular meeting 
held _______________, 2016 and that a summary was published ___________, 2016. 
  


________________________ 
Laura M. Pierce, City Clerk  
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CITY COMMISSION MEETING AGENDA 
JANUARY 11, 2016 


7:30 PM 
 


 
                             Photo Credit: Carroll DeWeese 
 


Municipal Building, 151 Martin, Birmingham, MI  48009 


 
 
 
Navigating through the agenda: 
 


• Use the bookmarks on the left to navigate through the agenda. 
 


• Tablet Users:  Tap the screen for available options, select “Open in”, 
select “Adobe Reader”.  The agenda will open in Adobe Reader.  
Scroll through the bookmarks to navigate through the agenda.   
(The Adobe Reader application is required to download the agenda and view the 
bookmarks.  This free application is available through the App Store on your tablet 
device.) 








MEMORANDUM 
Building Maintenance 


DATE: December 14, 2015 


TO: Joseph A. Valentine, City Manager 


FROM: Carlos Jorge, Building Superintendent 
Paul O’Meara, City Engineer 


SUBJECT: Chester Parking Structure Passenger Elevator 


On October 30, 2015, the City experienced a power surge affecting the normal operation of the 
passenger elevator located at the Southeast corner of the Chester Parking Structure.    


It is original equipment that dates from 1996. 


The City has a maintenance agreement with Kone Elevator and currently provides services to 
the City as needed. 


Kevin Strasser and an elevator technician from Kone Inc. surveyed the passenger elevator in 
the Chester Parking Structure. They found  the power surge seemed to affect the starter 
holding it, burning the oil and damaging the valve and motor.  


Kone Elevator provided an estimate and a recommendation of replacement of the entire pump 
unit. In this unit the elevator will receive a new valve, motor, pump, muffler, oil and Victaulic’s 
as stated below. They will furnish and install a new hydraulic power unit.  The motor and pump 
will be submersed under the oil inside the tank in order to provide for sound isolation. A 
muffler, designed to reduce pulsation and noise, which may be present in the flow of hydraulic 
oil, will be provided in the oil line at the top of the pump. 


Control valves, including a safety check valve, an up direction valve with high pressure relief 
including up leveling and soft stop features and a lowering valve including down leveling and 
manual leveling feature, will be mounted in a compact unit assembly. A shut off valve, designed 
to shut off the flow of oil between the cylinder and the Power Unit, will be provided in the oil 
line in the machine room. Automatic two-way leveling will be provided to automatically stop and 
maintain the car approximately level with the landing, regardless of change in load.  They will 
also install new oil, approximately 110 gallons, and replace the starter system on the elevator. 


The price to perform the above-mentioned work amounts to: $21,150.00, which includes a 
permit and State of Michigan elevator inspection as well as full load testing.   


Given this mechanical failure was the result of an electrical surge,  the City filed an insurance 
claim with Michigan Municipal League. This claim was approved and the City received   
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$ 11,150.00. The balance is for the deductible on the claim. To get this unit back online we 
have authorized our vendor to proceed in ordering the necessary equipment.    


Kone Elevator & Escalators is a member of a cooperative purchasing contract that is offered 
through U.S. Communities Government Purchasing Alliance. U.S. Communities aggregates the 
purchasing power of more than 90,000 public agencies nationwide by offering Participating 
Public Agencies the ability to make purchases through existing, competitively solicited contracts 
between a supplier and a lead public agency.  The City has been a participating member of this 
alliance since 1999. 


SUGGESTED RESOLUTION: 
To confirm the City Manager's emergency expenditure for the repair of the 
Chester Parking Structure Passenger Elevator with the expenditure in the amount 
not to exceed  $ 21,150.00. Cost will be charged to the Chester Street Parking 
Structure elevator maintenance account # 585-538.008-930.0200. 
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CERTIFICATE HOLDER


© 1988-2014 ACORD CORPORATION.  All rights reserved.
ACORD 25 (2014/01)


AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE


CANCELLATION


DATE (MM/DD/YYYY)CERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE


LOCJECT
PRO-POLICY


GEN'L AGGREGATE LIMIT APPLIES PER:


OCCURCLAIMS-MADE


COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY


PREMISES (Ea occurrence) $
DAMAGE TO RENTED
EACH OCCURRENCE $


MED EXP (Any one person) $


PERSONAL & ADV INJURY $


GENERAL AGGREGATE $


PRODUCTS - COMP/OP AGG $


$RETENTIONDED


CLAIMS-MADE


OCCUR


$


AGGREGATE $


EACH OCCURRENCE $UMBRELLA LIAB


EXCESS LIAB


DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS / LOCATIONS / VEHICLES  (ACORD 101, Additional Remarks Schedule, may be attached if more space is required)


INSR
LTR TYPE OF INSURANCE POLICY NUMBER


POLICY EFF
(MM/DD/YYYY)


POLICY EXP
(MM/DD/YYYY) LIMITS


PER
STATUTE


OTH-
ER


E.L. EACH ACCIDENT


E.L. DISEASE - EA EMPLOYEE


E.L. DISEASE - POLICY LIMIT


$


$


$


ANY PROPRIETOR/PARTNER/EXECUTIVE


If yes, describe under
DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS below


(Mandatory in NH)
OFFICER/MEMBER EXCLUDED?


WORKERS COMPENSATION
AND EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY Y / N


AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY


ANY AUTO
ALL OWNED SCHEDULED


HIRED AUTOS
NON-OWNED


AUTOS AUTOS


AUTOS


COMBINED SINGLE LIMIT


BODILY INJURY (Per person)


BODILY INJURY (Per accident)
PROPERTY DAMAGE $


$


$


$


THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE POLICIES OF INSURANCE LISTED BELOW HAVE BEEN ISSUED TO THE INSURED NAMED ABOVE FOR THE POLICY PERIOD
INDICATED.  NOTWITHSTANDING ANY REQUIREMENT, TERM OR CONDITION OF ANY CONTRACT OR OTHER DOCUMENT WITH RESPECT TO WHICH THIS
CERTIFICATE MAY BE ISSUED OR MAY PERTAIN, THE INSURANCE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES DESCRIBED HEREIN IS SUBJECT TO ALL THE TERMS,
EXCLUSIONS AND CONDITIONS OF SUCH POLICIES. LIMITS SHOWN MAY HAVE BEEN REDUCED BY PAID CLAIMS.


INSD
ADDL


WVD
SUBR


N / A


$


$


(Ea accident)


(Per accident)


OTHER:


THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION ONLY AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. THIS
CERTIFICATE DOES NOT AFFIRMATIVELY OR NEGATIVELY AMEND, EXTEND OR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES
BELOW.  THIS CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A CONTRACT BETWEEN THE ISSUING INSURER(S), AUTHORIZED
REPRESENTATIVE OR PRODUCER, AND THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER.
IMPORTANT:  If the certificate holder is an ADDITIONAL INSURED, the policy(ies) must be endorsed.  If SUBROGATION IS WAIVED, subject to
the terms and conditions of the policy, certain policies may require an endorsement.  A statement on this certificate does not confer rights to the
certificate holder in lieu of such endorsement(s).


COVERAGES CERTIFICATE NUMBER: REVISION NUMBER:


INSURED


PHONE
(A/C, No, Ext):


PRODUCER


ADDRESS:
E-MAIL


FAX
(A/C, No):


CONTACT
NAME:


NAIC #


INSURER A :


INSURER B :


INSURER C :


INSURER D :


INSURER E :


INSURER F :


INSURER(S) AFFORDING COVERAGE


SHOULD ANY OF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED POLICIES BE CANCELLED BEFORE
THE EXPIRATION DATE THEREOF, NOTICE WILL BE DELIVERED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE POLICY PROVISIONS.


8/4/2015


Aon Risk Services Central, Inc.
Chicago IL Office
200 East Randolph
Chicago, IL 60601


866-283-7122 847-953-5390


Aon Risk Services Central, Inc.


Aon Client Services


KONE Inc.
Attn: insurancerequests@kone.com
One KONE Court
Moline IL  61265


25833261


✓


City of Birmingham
Municipal Building
PO Box 3001
151 Martin Street
Birmingham MI  48012


Contract No. 40133608 - Project/Location: City of Birmingham - City buildings & parking structures. Birmingham MI


A 10,000,000MWZY 57732 1/1/2015 1/1/2016


10,000,000
✓


0
✓


10,000,000


10,000,000


10,000,000✓


A MWTB 20018 1/1/2015 1/1/2016 2,000,000


✓


A MWC 11539707 (AOS) 1/1/2015 1/1/2016 ✓
A MWXS 82207 (OH) 1/1/2015 1/1/2016 2,000,000


N
2,000,000


2,000,000


Other Policies See Schedule of Other Policies


Old Republic Insurance Company 24147


25833261 | 000-U.S. | 15/16 GL AU XS WC (OT Policy Schedule) | Vickie Parker | 8/4/2015 8:24:32 AM (CDT) | Page 1 of 41
This certificate cancels and supersedes ALL previously issued certificates.







INSURER NAIC# COVERAGE POLICY NO. EFF - EXP DATE LIMITS
IF P & C Insurance
Company Ltd.


Professional Liability LP 0000002172 01/01/2015 - 12/31/2015 $10,000,000 Each Loss - $10,000,000 Aggregate


SCHEDULE OF OTHER POLICIES 8/4/2015


KONE Inc.
Attn: insurancerequests@kone.com
One KONE Court
Moline IL  61265


City of Birmingham
Municipal Building
PO Box 3001
151 Martin Street
Birmingham MI  48012


DATE ISSUED


NAMED INSURED: CERTIFICATE HOLDER:


ecertsonline™ SCHEDULE OF OTHER POLICIES


25833261 | 000-U.S. | 15/16 GL AU XS WC (OT Policy Schedule) | Vickie Parker | 8/4/2015 8:24:32 AM (CDT) | Page 2 of 41
This certificate cancels and supersedes ALL previously issued certificates.
















Meeting of


Warrant List Dated
City of Birmingham


AmountVendorVendor #Early ReleaseCheck Number


01/06/2016


01/11/2016


100.002400 LINCOLN PROPERTIES LLCMISC239378


100.0048TH DISTRICT COURT000855*239379


200.0048TH DISTRICT COURT000855*239380


70.0048TH DISTRICT COURT000855*239381


100.0048TH DISTRICT COURT000855*239382


1,316.04ABEL ELECTRONICS INC002284239383


200.00ADELMAN, BRIAN DMISC239384


3,493.00AGT BATTERY SUPPLY LLC001007239385


105.00ALTERMATT FARMSMISC*239386


125.00AMERICAN ALLIANCE OF MUSEUMS002638239387


1,725.00AMERICAN MIDWEST PAINTING INC001206239388


100.00APT US & C003784239389


165.18AT&T006759*239390


145.00AT&T007216*239391


100.00AVEDIAN, BEDROSMISC239392


10,100.00B5 INVESTMENTS LLCMISC239393


2,500.00BABI CONSTRUCTION INCMISC239394


100.00BAKER BUILDING COMPANYMISC239395


900.00BAMA LAND LLCMISC239396


750.00THE BANK OF NEW YORK  MELLON005324239397


15.99BATTERIES PLUS003012239398


101.04BELL EQUIPMENT COMPANY000518239399


259.34BELLE TIRE DISTRIBUTORS000519239400


4.33BEVERLY HILLS ACE007345239401


321.20BILLINGS LAWN EQUIPMENT002231239402


1,400.00BOJI, CHRYSTALMISC239403


500.00BOYD CONSTRUCTIONMISC239404


90.00BRANDON TOMAYKOMISC239405


418.42C & S ICE RESURFACING SERVICES, INC006380239406


100.00CA SENIOR LIFE STYLE LLCMISC239407


100.00CAPALDI BUILDING COMPANYMISC239408


100.42CAPITAL TITLEMISC*239409


4,250.00CARDINAL FIRE PROTECTIONMISC239410


900.00CASTLEMARK HOLDING LLCMISC239411


124.16CINTAS CORP007710239412


90.46CINTAS CORPORATION000605*239413


85.00MARK CLEMENCE000912*239415


81.50COFFEE BREAK SERVICE, INC.004188*239416


502.85COMCAST007625*239417


30.00THE COMMUNITY HOUSE000619*239418


100.00CONLIN, DAVID PMISC239419


229.40CONTRACTORS CONNECTION001367239420


327.00CYNERGY WIRELESS004386239421
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Meeting of


Warrant List Dated
City of Birmingham


       AmountVendorVendor #Early ReleaseCheck Number


01/06/2016


01/11/2016


100.00 DEEB SHALHOUB REVOC LIVING TRUSTMISC239422


300.00 DEFT CONSTRUCTION LLCMISC239423


1,175.52 DELTA TEMP INC000956239424


100.00 DEPENDABLE CONSTRUCTION LTDMISC239425


529.74 DETROIT CHEMICAL & PAPER SUPPLY007359*239426


5,900.00 DM HOMES OF METRO DETROIT LLCMISC239427


7,721.36 DTE ENERGY000179*239428


42,936.25 DTE ENERGY000180*239429


100.00 F ALLIED CONSTRUCTION CO INCMISC239430


200.00 FIRST BAPTIST CHURCHMISC239431


100.00 FOUNDATION SYSTEMS OF MICHIGAN INC.MISC239432


47.50 GEAR FOR SPORTS, INC006699239433


6,400.00 GGA INCMISC239434


179.34 GORDON FOOD004604239435


124.45 GREAT LAKES POPCORN CO000245239436


5,000.00 GREGORY AERTSMISC239437


100.00 GRENNAN CONSTRUCTIONMISC239438


200.00 HARMON SIGN INCMISC239439


16,570.00 J.H. HART URBAN FORESTRY000261239440


167.00 HAYES GRINDING001672239441


900.00 HM HOMES LLCMISC239442


2,758.84 HOME DEPOT CREDIT SERVICES001956*239443


2,000.00 IDEAL BUILDERS AND REMODELING INCMISC239444


200.00 J. WILLIS COMPANYMISC239445


100.00 JERRETT, R LMISC239446


500.00 JIM SEGHI RENOVATIONS INCMISC239447


1,215.41 JOE'S AUTO PARTS, INC.003458239448


252.56 JOHN R. SPRING & TIRE CENTER INC.000347239449


402.20 KAESER & BLAIR INC005291239450


214.00 KGM DISTRIBUTORS INC004088239451


200.00 KILCOYNE, ERINMISC239452


400.00 KT CONSTRUCTION GROUP LLCMISC239453


1,381.08 OSCAR W. LARSON CO.002767*239454


17,377.76 LAZARD ASSET MANAGEMENT LLC002635239455


2,500.00 LEWAND CUSTOM HOMES LLCMISC239456


100.00 LORIMER BUILDING COMISC239457


1,936.75 MACALLISTER RENTALS007910239458


100.00 MACP001669239459


100.00 MAGNUM BUILDING COMISC239460


100.00 MATTHEW CHRISTOPHER OBEEMISC239461


100.00 MAYLEN JR, DAVID MMISC239462


29.18 MICHAEL STEPHANOFFMISC*239463


113.72 MICHIGAN CAT001660239464







Meeting of


Warrant List Dated
City of Birmingham


AmountVendorVendor #Early ReleaseCheck Number


01/06/2016


01/11/2016


275.00MICHIGAN LOCAL GOVERNMENT003129*239465


110.00MICHIGAN LOCAL GOVERNMENT003129*239466


75.00MICHIGAN PORTABLE TOILETS, INC001423239467


2,500.00MILLCREEK CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT CMISC239468


100.00MMA002671239469


1,802.50NBSMISC239470


137.00NENAMISC239471


1,550.50NYE UNIFORM COMPANY006359239472


6,215.00OAKLAND CO FISCAL SVCS.41W004755*239473


1,520.00OAKLAND COMMUNITY COLLEGE004110*239474


212,580.97OAKLAND COUNTY000477*239475


176.00OCAAO001484*239476


279.32OFFICE DEPOT INC000481*239477


90.79OREN BRANDVAINMISC239478


3,706.00PENCHURA, LLC006027239479


356.67PEPSI COLA001753*239480


400.00PETERSON WIAND BOES & COMISC239481


1,000.00PETERSON, WIAND, BOES & COMPANYMISC239482


500.00PINE BUILDING COMPANY INC.MISC239483


145.00PIONEER DOOR COMPANY INC001883239484


2,500.00PRM CUSTOM BUILDERS LLCMISC239485


1,197.75QUALITY COACH COLLISION LLC001062239486


98.00ED RINKE CHEVROLET BUICK GMC000493239487


5,827.47RKA PETROLEUM003554*239488


6,929.54ROAD COMM FOR OAKLAND CO000478239489


70.00ROSE PEST SOLUTIONS001181*239490


121.08ROYAL OAK P.D.Q. PRINTING INC000218239491


237.06MIKE SAVOIE CHEVROLET INC000230239492


100.00SCHEER, BRIANMISC239493


2,702.00SEMCOG002087239494


204.50SESAC001551239495


32.54SHERWIN-WILLIAMS COMPANY007142239496


244.37SHAWN SHILLING003895239497


59,075.00SOCRRA000254*239498


500.00SORO CONSTRUCTION LLCMISC239499


4,239.67SOUTHEASTERN EQUIPMENT CO. INC005787239500


107.77SPEEDWAY SUPERAMERICA LLC001369*239501


300.00STEEL EQUIPMENT CO.000265239502


100.00STEVEN E COCHRANMISC239503


1,780.00SUBURBAN/PRESTIGE GLASS001095239504


278.65TERMINAL SUPPLY CO.000273239505


2,000.00THORNTON & GROOMS INC.MISC239506


694.01TOTAL ARMORED CAR SERVICE, INC.002037*239507


*







Meeting of


Warrant List Dated
City of Birmingham


       AmountVendorVendor #Early ReleaseCheck Number


01/06/2016


01/11/2016


2,500.00 TOWN BUILDING COMPANYMISC239508


6,300.00 TRAFFIC IMPROVEMENT ASSOC.002296239509


2,000.00 TREMONT CONSTRUCTION LLCMISC239510


200.00 TRESNAK CONSTRUCTION INCMISC239511


621.19 VERIZON WIRELESS000158*239512


844.58 VERIZON WIRELESS000158*239514


50.26 VERIZON WIRELESS000158*239516


857.62 VERIZON WIRELESS000158*239517


61.10 VERIZON WIRELESS000158*239518


200.00 WALLSIDE INCMISC239519


384.65 WOLVERINE CONTRACTORS INC000306239520


83.74 XEROX CORPORATION007083239521


238.66 FRANK J ZAMBONI CO. INC006318239522


*-Indicates checks released in advance and prior to commission approval in order to avoid penalty
or to meet contractual agreement/obligation.


Mark Gerber
Finance Director/ Treasurer


$3,091,998.82Grand Total:


Sub Total ACH:


All bills, invoices and other evidences of claim have been audited and approved for payment.


Sub Total Checks: $490,658.95


$2,601,339.87
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1/11/2016


Vendor Name
Transfer 


 Date
Transfer
 Amount


Birmingham Schools 1/5/2016 1,822,799.10
Oakland County Treasurer 1/5/2016 629,632.47
Automated Benefit Services, Inc. 1/4/2016 148,908.30


TOTAL 2,601,339.87


                              City of Birmingham
ACH Warrant List Dated 1/6/2015








NOTICE OF INTENTION TO APPOINT TO 
PLANNING BOARD 


At the regular meeting of Monday, January 25, 2016, the Birmingham City Commission 
intends to appoint one alternate member to serve the remainder of a three-year term to 
expire November 2, 2017.  Members must consist of an architect duly registered in this state, 
a building owner in the Central Business or Shain Park Districts, and the remaining members 
shall represent, insofar as possible, different occupations and professions such as, but not 
limited to, the legal profession, the financial or real estate professions, and the planning or 
design professions.  Members must be residents of the City of Birmingham. 


Interested citizens may submit an application available at the city clerk’s office or online at 
www.bhamgov.org/boardopportunites.  Applications must be submitted to the city clerk's 
office on or before noon on Wednesday, January 20, 2016.  These applications will appear in 
the public agenda for the regular meeting at which time the City Commission will discuss 
recommendations, and may make nominations and vote on the appointments. 


PLANNING BOARD DUTIES 
The planning board consists of nine members who serve three-year terms without 
compensation.  The board meets at 7:30 P.M. on the second and fourth Wednesdays of each 
month to hear design reviews, zoning ordinance text amendments and any other matters 
which bears relation to the physical development or growth of the city. 


Specifically, the duties of the planning board are as follows: 
1. Long range planning
2. Zoning ordinance amendments
3. Recommend action to the city commission regarding special land use permits.
4. Site plan/design review for non-historic properties
5. Joint site plan/design review for non-residential historic properties
6. Rezoning requests.
7. Soil filling permit requests
8. Requests for opening, closing or altering a street or alley


NOTE: All members of boards and commissions are subject to the provisions of City of Birmingham City Code 
Chapter 2, Article IX, Ethics and the filing of the Affidavit and Disclosure Statement.   


Criteria/Qualifications of Open Position Date 
Applications Due 


Date of 
Interview 


Members shall represent, insofar as possible, 
different occupations and professions such as, but 
not limited to, the legal profession, the financial 
or real estate professions, and the planning or 
design professions.   


Members must be residents of the City of 
Birmingham. 


1/20/16 1/25/16 
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PLANNING BOARD
Chapter 82 – Section 82-26 – Nine Members
Job Requirements:  An architect duly registered in this state, a building owner in the Central
Business or Shain Park Districts, and remaining members, must represent, insofar as possible,
different occupations and professions such as, but not limited to, the legal profession, the
financial or real estate professions, and the planning or design professions.   
Terms: Three Years 
Appointment by City Commission 
Meeting Schedule:  Second and Fourth Wednesday of the month at 7:30 PM. 


Last Name First Name


Home Address


Home
Business 
Fax


E-Mail Appointed Term Expires


Boyce Janelle


179 Catalpa


(248) 321-3207


jlwboyce@hotmail.com


3/28/201712/10/2007


Boyle Robin


840 Wimbleton


(248) 258-6456


(313) 577-2702


robinboyle@ameritech.net


Planner/Professor
3/28/20164/19/2004


Caspersen Scott


6925 Windham Lane


(248) 540-4474


scottcaspersen@gmail.com


Student Representative
12/31/20152/9/2015


Clein Scott


1556 Yosemite


(248) 203-2068


s.clein@comcast.net


3/28/20163/22/2010


Jeffares Stuart


1381 Birmingham Blvd


(248) 321-2120


stuartjeffares@gmail.com


(served as alternated 11/2014-12/2015)
3/28/201812/14/2015


Monday, December 28, 2015 Page 1 of 2







Last Name First Name


Home Address


Home
Business 
Fax


E-Mail Appointed Term Expires


Koseck Bert


2441 Dorchester


(248) 302-4018


bkoseck@comcast.net


(Architect) Design Professional
3/28/201710/12/2009


Laverty Andrea


445 South Cranbrook Rd


(248) 310-4418


andie41698@ail.com


Student Representative
12/31/20152/9/2015


Lazar Gillian


420 Harmon


(248) 613-3400


(248) 644-2500


glazar@hallandhunter.com


Building Owner in the Central Business
3/28/20184/10/2006


Share Daniel


1040 Gordon Lane


(248) 642-7340


dshare@bsdd.com


Alternate
11/2/201711/24/2014


Vacant


alternate
11/2/2017


Williams J. Bryan


534 Graten Street


(248) 420-3522


(248) 433-7289


jwilliams@dickinsonwright.com


attorney
3/28/20184/16/2007


Monday, December 28, 2015 Page 2 of 2








MEMORANDUM 
Planning Division 


DATE:  January 6, 2016 


TO:   Joseph A. Valentine, City Manager 


FROM: Jana L. Ecker, Planning Director 


SUBJECT:      Ad Hoc Rail District Review Committee 


Earlier this year, the City Commission directed the Multi-Modal Transportation Board “(MMTB”) 
to study S. Eton to determine if there were ways to create more parking on the street to help 
address parking issues that had been raised in the area.   


On November 23, 2015, staff presented the findings and recommendations of the MMTB with 
regards to the S. Eton corridor.  The MMTB recommended that the on-street parallel parking 
configuration remain as is; sharrows be installed to encourage bicycle use; the addition of paint 
demarcated parking lanes to make the road feel narrow and reduce speeds; the improvement 
of sight distance at corners by providing all of the streets on the west side of S. Eton from Villa 
to Cole a larger vision clearance zone; and the improvement of pedestrian crossings by adding 
bump-outs at Villa, Bowers, and Cole.  After much discussion, the City Commission directed 
staff to return with parameters to establish a committee for the purpose of studying an 
integrated approach for the S. Eton corridor and the Rail District.  Specifically, the City 
Commission requested that a new committee be formed to study parking capacity in the Rail 
District, related zoning issues, shared parking, on-street parking options and work to 
incorporate the Multimodal Plan’s concept for bike lanes on S. Eton.  


Accordingly, please find attached a resolution for your review to establish an Ad Hoc Rail District 
Review Committee for the purpose of studying and recommending an integrated approach to 
address parking, planning and multi-modal considerations along the S. Eton corridor and Rail 
District.  The committee as proposed would be made up of representatives from the Advisory 
Parking Committee, the Planning Board and the Multi-Modal Board, and include one business 
owner in the Rail District and three resident members of the adjacent neighborhoods, all of 
whom would serve a term through December 31, 2016. 


Suggested Action: 


To approve the attached resolution to establish an Ad Hoc Rail District Review Committee to   
provide a coordinated review of the Rail District while considering all of the elements and input 
needed to formalize an integrated approach to addressing parking, planning and multi-modal 
considerations within this mixed use district, including the S. Eton corridor. 
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Whereas,  the City of Birmingham is desirous of studying the needs of the Rail District to 
develop an integrated approach to address parking capacity and demands while 
incorporating multi-modal and planning concepts in this district, and 


Whereas, over time the City of Birmingham has studied individual elements of the Rail District, 
however, a review of these various elements is now desired in order to integrate 
parking, planning and multi-modal efforts under a single coordinated approach; and 


Whereas, the Eton Road Corridor Plan contemplated a mixed use vision for this district, and 


Whereas, the Multi-Modal Transportation Plan contemplated a multi-modal approach, including 
a bike lane and enhanced pedestrian crossings along S. Eton Road, and  


Whereas, the City Commission wishes to establish an Ad Hoc Rail District Review Committee to 
provide a coordinated review of the Rail District while considering all of the elements 
and input needed to formalize an integrated approach to addressing parking, planning 
and multi-modal considerations within this mixed use district, including the S. Eton 
corridor. 


Now Therefore Be It Resolved that an Ad Hoc Rail District Review Committee is hereby 
established to develop a recommended plan for addressing parking, planning and 
multi-modal issues in the Rail District and along S. Eton Road, while considering 
capacity needs and various plan concepts as follows: 


1. The Committee will be Ad Hoc.  The term of the Committee shall continue
through December 31, 2016 and the Committee will cease functioning unless
otherwise directed by the Commission.


2. The City Commission hereby appoints a seven (7) member Ad Hoc Committee to
be comprised of the following members.  Each respective board shall recommend
an appointee for consideration by the City Commission.


a) One member from the Advisory Parking Committee
b) One member from the Planning Board
c) One member from the Multi-Modal Board
d)  One business owner in the Rail District
e) Three resident members from the general public; one living in the


neighborhood adjoining S. Eton between Maple and Lincoln; one living
in the neighborhood adjoining S. Eton between Lincoln and 14 Mile
Road; and one living in the neighborhood adjoining N. Eton between
Maple and Derby.


The City Commission also hereby appoints the Planning Director as an ex officio 
member of the committee and the City Manager may designate respective city 
staff members to serve as ex officio members of the committee to assist in 
providing information and assistance as may be required.   


3. The scope of the Committee shall be to develop a recommended plan on how to
best proceed in addressing the current and future parking demands, along with
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planning goals and multi-modal opportunities for this district in accordance with 
the following: 


 
a.  Review the Eton Road Corridor Plan, Multi-Modal Transportation Plan, and 


previous findings of the Rail District Committee in order to identify and 
recommend how to best incorporate these elements into an integrated 
approach for this district. 


 
b. Calculate the long-term parking demands for both the north and south 


ends of the Rail District, while considering on-street and off-street 
parking, shared parking arrangements, use requirements and other 
zoning regulations which impact parking.  


 
c.  Review planning and multi-modal objectives for the Rail District with the 


findings from the long-term parking calculations and develop 
recommendations to integrate planning and multi-modal elements with 
parking solutions.   Recommendations should consider: 


 i. Considerations for on-street and off-street parking 
 ii. Road design initiatives 
 iii. Multi-modal uses 
 iii. Neighborhood input 
 iv. Existing plans and findings 
 
d. Compile the committee’s findings and recommendations into a single 


report to be presented to the City Commission by the end of the 
committee’s term. 


 
4. The Committee may request professional services as may be required in the 


analysis of parking considerations. 
 
5. The Committee is not authorized to expend funds or enter into agreements.  All 


recommendations made by the committee shall be in the form of a report to the 
City Commission. 


 
6. All meetings of the committee shall be open to the public.  Agenda and minutes 


for all meetings shall be prepared. 
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City Commission Minutes 
November 23, 2016 


 
11-277-15 MULTI-MODAL TRANSPORTATION BOARD RECOMMENDATION  
SOUTH ETON ROAD CORRIDOR FROM VILLA TO LINCOLN  
 
City Engineer O’Meara explained that the Commission had asked the Multi-Modal Transportation 
Board (MMTB) to look at the South Eton Road Corridor to determine if there were ways to 
create more parking on the street to help address parking issues. The MMTB recommended to 
leave the parking as is because there is no other layout that would create additional parking; 
install sharrows to encourage vehicles to understand that bikes may be in the area; use 
demarcated parking lanes which makes the road feel more narrow and reduce speeds; improve 
the sight distance by giving all the streets on the west side of Eton from Villa and Cole 
additional clearance zone; and improve the pedestrian crossings with bumpouts at Villa, 
Bowers, and Cole.  
 
In response to a question from Mayor Hoff regarding bumpouts, City Manager Valentine 
clarified that the location of the bumpouts is being discussed, not the condition, scale and size 
by which they will be installed.  
 
Mayor Pro Tem Nickita questioned if there had been calculations on the current parking 
configuration and what it would be with the additional yellow curb. Mr. O’Meara explained that 
it would be about four spaces lost.  
 
Commissioner Sherman questioned the parking demand in the rail district – what it is currently 
and what it is as it is being developed. He expressed concern and suggested returning this item 
to staff or appoint a small committee to figure out the parking needs in the rail district before 
deciding what to do on the west side of Eton.  
 
Commissioner Harris noted that the limited charge of the Multi-Modal Transportation Board is to 
implement the plan. He questioned whether the instruction exceeded that charge, how to 
address the issue and who is responsible for coming back with the data.  
 
Larry Bertollini, 1275 Webster, commented on the importance of a bike loop as South Eton 
should be in the plan, however it is not the easiest street to maneuver. He noted that a parking 
count should be taken to determine a reasonable layout of cars.  
 
Communications received from the following individuals expressing concern with the Multi-
Modal Transportation Board recommendations regarding South Eton.  


 
• Alice Thimm  
• Larry Bertollini  
• Jerry Yaldoo  


 
Mayor Pro Tem Nickita suggested the Planning Department take the lead and have the Planning 
Board review this as there are capacity and development issues. He pointed that the Multi-
Modal Transportation Plan includes the bike loop as it is part of implementing the plan.  
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The Commission discussed creating a committee to address this topic with a representative 
from the Multi-Modal Transportation Board, Advisory Parking Committee and Planning Board.  
 
MOTION: Motion by Sherman, seconded by Nickita:  
For staff to return with the makeup of a committee for the purpose of looking at parking 
capacity in the rail district, the zoning issues, the shared parking, on-street parking in district 
and incorporating the Multimodal concept of bike lanes in the area and how best to integrate it 
explicit to the rail district and to look at it as an integrated approach.  
 
Cindy Chiara, 1622 South Eton, suggested a traffic study be done further south on Eton as the 
issues are trickling down the street to the Sheffield/Eton area.  
 
VOTE: Yeas, 7  
Nays, None  
Absent, None 
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1 December 14, 2015 


BIRMINGHAM CITY COMMISSION MINUTES 
DECEMBER 14, 2015 


MUNICIPAL BUILDING, 151 MARTIN 
7:30 P.M.


I. CALL TO ORDER AND PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE 
Rackeline J. Hoff, Mayor, called to order at 7:31 PM. 


II. ROLL CALL
ROLL CALL: Present, Mayor Hoff 


Commissioner Bordman 
Commissioner Boutros 
Commissioner DeWeese  
Commissioner Harris 
Mayor Pro Tem Nickita  


Absent,  Commissioner Sherman  


Administration:  City Manager Valentine, City Attorney Currier, Clerk Pierce, Police Chief Studt, 
City Planner Ecker, Planner Baka, City Engineer O’Meara, Finance Director Gerber 


III. PROCLAMATIONS, CONGRATULATORY RESOLUTIONS, AWARDS, APPOINTMENTS,
RESIGNATIONS AND CONFIRMATIONS, ADMINISTRATION OF OATHS, INTRODUCTION
OF GUESTS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS.


12-302-15 INTERVIEWS FOR APPOINTMENT TO THE 
CORRIDOR IMPROVEMENT AUTHORITY 


MOTION:    Motion by DeWeese: 
To concur in the Mayor’s appointment of J.C. Cataldo, 735 Forest, to the Corridor Improvement 
Authority to serve a four-year term to expire December 15, 2019. 


VOTE:  Yeas, 6 
Absent, 1 (Sherman) 


12-303-15  INTERVIEWS FOR APPOINTMENT TO THE 
PLANNING BOARD 


The following individuals submitted an application for appointment to the Planning Board. 
 Michael Xenos, 1116 Washington
 Corey Jacoby, 1433 Maryland
 Stuart Jeffares, 1381 Birmingham Blvd
 Lisa Prasad, 622 Vinewood
 Elicia Katrib, 1832 E. Lincoln
 Kathleen Devereaux, 1019 Rivenoak


MOTION: Motion by Nickita: 
To appoint Stuart Jeffares, 1381 Birmingham Blvd, as a regular member to serve the remainder 
of a three-year term on the Planning Board to expire March 28, 2018. 
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MOTION: Motion by DeWeese: 
To appoint Kathleen Devereaux, 1019 Rivenoak, as a regular member to serve the remainder of 
a three-year term on the Planning Board to expire March 28, 2018. 
 
VOTE ON NOMINATION OF JEFFARES: 
 Yeas, 5 (Bordman, Boutros, Harris, Hoff, Nickita) 
 Absent, 1 (Sherman) 
 
VOTE ON NOMINATION OF DEVEREAUX: 
 Yeas, 1 (DeWeese) 
 Absent, 1 (Sherman) 
 
Stuart Jeffares was appointed to the Planning Board. 
 
12-304-15  INTERVIEWS FOR APPOINTMENT TO THE 
   MULTI-MODAL TRANSPORTATION BOARD 
MOTION: Motion by DeWeese: 
To appoint Amy Folberg, 1580 Latham, to the Multi-Modal Transportation Board, as the member 
at large from different geographical areas of the City, to serve the remainder of a three-year 
term to expire March 24, 2017. 
 
VOTE:   Yeas, 6 
  Absent, 1 (Sherman) 
 
12-305-15  INTERVIEWS FOR APPOINTMENT TO THE 
   GREENWOOD CEMETERY ADVISORY BOARD 
MOTION: Motion by Bordman: 
To appoint Linda Buchanan, 1280 Suffield, to the Greenwood Cemetery Advisory Board to serve 
the remainder of a three-year term to expire July 6, 2016. 
 
VOTE:   Yeas, 6 
  Absent, 1 (Sherman) 
 
12-306-15  INTERVIEWS FOR APPOINTMENT TO THE 
   CABLECASTING BOARD 
MOTION: Motion by Boutros: 
To appoint R. David Eick, 559 Greenwood, to serve the remainder of a three-year term on the   
Cablecasting Board to expire March 30, 2018. 
 
VOTE:   Yeas, 6 
  Absent, 1 (Sherman) 
 
The Clerk administered the oath to the appointed board members. 
 


IV. CONSENT AGENDA 
All items listed on the consent agenda are considered to be routine and will be enacted by one 
motion and approved by a roll call vote.  There will be no separate discussion of the items unless a 
commissioner or citizen so requests, in which event the item will be removed from the general order 
of business and considered under the last item of new business. 
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12-307-15  APPROVAL OF CONSENT AGENDA 
The following item was removed from the consent agenda: 


 Item A (Minutes of December 7, 2015) by Commissioner Bordman 
 
MOTION: Motion by Harris, seconded by DeWeese: 
To approve the consent agenda as follows:   
B. Approval of warrant list, including Automated Clearing House payments, of December 9, 


2015 in the amount of $3,411,990.21. 
C. Resolution extending the contract with Bob Adams Towing, Inc. until February 25, 2018; 


further authorizing the Mayor and the City Clerk to execute the contract extension on 
behalf of the city. 


D. Resolution approving the inter-local agreement with Oakland County for information 
technology services; further authorizing the Mayor and City Clerk to sign the agreement 
on the behalf of the City. 


 
ROLL CALL VOTE: Yeas,  Commissioner Bordman 


Commissioner Boutros 
Commissioner DeWeese 
Commissioner Harris 
Mayor Pro Tem Nickita 
Mayor Hoff 


Nays,   None 
Absent, 1, (Sherman) 
Abstention, None 


 
V. UNFINISHED BUSINESS 


12-308-15  BUMPOUT POLICY 
Mayor Hoff announced that the Bumpout Policy has been postponed to the January 11, 2016 
meeting. 
 


VI. NEW BUSINESS 
12-309-15  ZONING ORDINANCE AMENDMENTS 
   REGARDING GLAZING 
Mayor Hoff opened the Public Hearing to consider amendments to Zoning Ordinance, Article 03, 
Section 3.09, Glazing and Article 04, Section 4.83, Window Standards at 8:06 PM. 
 
City Planner Baka explained that the window standards require a certain amount of window 
percentage on the first floor and limit the amount of windows on the second floor.  Currently 
there are three different parts of the zoning ordinance that effect this calculation – the 
Downtown Overlay Standards which regulates the windows in the downtown area, Triangle 
District Overlay Standards which regulates the windows in the triangle district, and the other 
section which regulates windows for commercial property outside of those two area.  He 
explained that proposed changes to the window standards will create consistency in the manner 
in which this requirement is calculated across all zoning classifications and overlay zones. 
 
Mayor Pro Tem Nickita pointed out that there is a very strong connection between the building 
and uses and the sidewalk and the street. This percentage of glazing is very important and it is 
important to apply it to these other districts to carry forward the successes of the downtown at 
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the street level in these other areas.  He suggested that the amount of tint allowed be 
addressed.    
 
Mr. Baka explained that the amendment also includes a requirement that blank walls longer 
than twenty feet should not face a public street which would allow for an even distribution of 
windows on the façade of the buildings.  He confirmed that this would not affect floors above 
the first floor. 
 
The Mayor closed the Public Hearing at 8:21 PM. 
 
MOTION:  Motion by Nickita, seconded by Bordman: 
To adopt an ordinance amending Chapter 126, Zoning: Article 03, section 3.09, 
Commercial/Mixed Use Architectural Requirements, to specify that the required 70% glazing is 
between 1’ and 8’ above grade on the ground floor in the Triangle District;  
      -AND- 
To adopt an ordinance amending Chapter 126, Article 04, section 4.83 WN-01 (Window 
Standards) to specify that the required 70% glazing is between 1’ and 8’ above grade on the 
ground floor and to prohibit blank walls longer than 20’ from facing the street in all commercial 
zone districts. 
 
VOTE:   Yeas, 6 
  Nays, None 
  Absent, 1 (Sherman) 
 
12-310-15  ASSISTED LIVING FACILITY 
   2400-2430 EAST LINCOLN 
Ms. Ecker explained the proposal for a four-story assisted senior living facility with an attached 
one-story secured memory care facility.  She noted that assisted living is permitted in this zone 
district, however it requires City Commission approval.  She noted that the applicant has 
completed a community impact study for traffic noise, environmental, etc. and has received 
their final site plan approval.     
 
Commissioner Bordman noted that there has been concern with increased traffic caused by this 
type of facility.  She questioned the anticipated number of employees and the timing of their 
schedules. 
 
Sean Havera, one of the developers with Hughes Properties, explained that the traffic study 
showed there was no increase in traffic levels.   
 
Bob Gawronski, Vice President of Development for Senior Lifestyle, explained that the facility 
would be staffed 24 hours a day, seven days a week.  Approximately seventy full-time 
equivalent jobs would be created.  He noted that few of the seniors at the facility would be 
driving.  Most of the trips in and out of the facility would be employees, visitors, and a bus 
shuttle for the residents. 
 
Commissioner Boutros disclosed that he owns a closed door specialty pharmacy that caters 
pharmaceutical needs to many facilities, retirement homes, nursing facilities, independent and 
assisted living facilities.  He noted that he does not have any business or economic affiliation 
with the applicant.  He questioned if there are any plans to purchase adjacent property. 
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Mr. Havera stated that there is really no property to acquire as it is surrounded by the 
cemetery, pistol range, swim club, and the railroad.  He explained that they will be working with 
the City to improve the road as the pavement is in poor condition.  He noted that the parking 
requirements will be met by onsite parking. 
 
Elicia Katrib, 1832 E. Lincoln, expressed concern with an increase in traffic.   
 
Gavin Pearson, 1591 Haynes, expressed support of the project, but concern with the fumes that 
may come from the SOCRRA facility. 
 
The Commission received communications from Jerry Yaldoo, 1997 Haynes and Larry Bertollini, 
1275 Webster expressing concern with increased traffic due to the proposed facility. 
 
MOTION: Motion by Nickita, seconded by DeWeese: 
To approving the request to operate an assisted living facility for senior citizens at 2400–2430 
E. Lincoln Street subject to the following conditions: 


1.  The applicant  provide a detailed analysis of the glazing provided based on area 
and meet the glazing standards in place at the time of building permit 
application; 


2.  All improvements in the right-of-way receive approval from the Engineering 
Department; 


3.  The applicant  provide a revised photometric plan that includes the foot-candle 
levels 5’ beyond the south property line; and 


 4.  The applicant provide specification on signage for administrative approval. 
 
Ms. Ecker confirmed for Mayor Pro Tem Nickita that the plan on page 55, sheet L1 is what is 
being approved. 
 
In response to a question from Mayor Hoff, Mr. Havera stated that it is anticipated that the 
facility will be open in the summer of 2017. 
 
VOTE:   Yeas, 6 
  Nays, None 
  Absent, 1 (Sherman) 
 
12-311-15  MULTI-MODAL TRANSPORTATION BOARD RECOMMENDATION 


HAYNES AND TORRY INTERSECTION 
City Engineer O’Meara explained that the Multi-Modal Transportation Board reviewed the 
intersection of Haynes and Torry Street.  He noted that the master plan suggested a crosswalk 
improvement at this intersection.  The consultant recommended the diagonal crosswalk be 
removed based on the recommendation of the Michigan Manual of Uniform Traffic Control 
Devices. 
 
In response to a question from Mayor Hoff, Mr. O’Meara explained that the existing sidewalk 
path located between the two driveways would remain.  He noted that the ramp would remain, 
as it is part of the master plan, a bicycle route to encourage bike riding between the various 
streets.   
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Commissioner Bordman commented that there is water pooling at the south and west side of 
Haynes.  She questioned whether construction would be done to alleviate that problem.  Mr. 
O’Meara noted that this is the very beginning of the project and only 2% of the project has 
been designed at this point.  This issue will be reviewed. 
 
Mr. O’Meara confirmed for Commissioner Boutros that the angled crosswalk would be 
eliminated to reduce the amount of time it would take a pedestrian to cross the street. 
 
Mayor Pro Tem Nickita noted that whenever a site condition is designed, one must anticipate 
the direction people will go.  He pointed out that a ramp would encourage individuals to cross 
at an angle.  He suggested the Multi-Modal Transportation Board review the system of how the 
passage works on these three blocks and review the solution in a more global way. 
 
MOTION:  Motion by Bordman, seconded by Boutros: 
To accept the recommendation of the Multi-Modal Transportation Board with respect to the 
Haynes St. and Torry St. intersection, in accordance with the Master Plan and the new 
information provided, to install a new handicap ramp in the northeast section of the intersection 
(in front of 1603 Haynes St.), remove the diagonal crosswalk pavement markings, and install 
new markings to align with the new ramp in front of 1603 Haynes St and to direct the Multi-
Modal Transportation Board to review the three streets and the overall integration as soon as 
possible. 
 
Gavin Pearson, 1591 Haynes, expressed support of a marked pathway and the removal of the 
concrete pad.  He noted that the pathway is in need of maintenance and additional lighting. 
 
Mayor Pro Tem Nickita clarified that the purpose of the Multi-Modal Transportation Board review 
is to thoroughly review all the options to determine what should be added or removed with the 
other blocks and the entire system in place. 
 
VOTE:   Yeas, 6 
  Nays, None 
  Absent, 1 (Sherman) 
 
12-312-15  CLOSED SESSION REQUEST 
   ATTORNEY/CLIENT PRIVILEGE COMMUNICATION 
MOTION: Motion by Nickita, seconded by DeWeese: 
To meet in closed session to discuss an attorney/client privilege communication in accordance 
with Section 8(h) of the Open Meetings Act. 
 
ROLL CALL VOTE: Yeas,  Commissioner Boutros 


Commissioner DeWeese 
Commissioner Harris 
Mayor Pro Tem Nickita 
Commissioner Bordman  
Mayor Hoff 


Nays,   None 
Absent, 1 (Sherman) 
Abstention, None 
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VII. REMOVED FROM CONSENT AGENDA 
12-313-15  APPROVAL OF CITY COMMISSION MEETING 
   MINUTES OF DECEMBER 7, 2016 
Commissioner Bordman requested the following revision to Resolution 12-300-15: 
“Mayor Hoff noted that Jim Harkins from the 48th District Court has offered to arrange a tour of the court 
for the Commissioners.  Mr. Valentine will contact Jim Harkins and coordinate a tour.” 
 
MOTION: Motion by Bordman, seconded by DeWeese: 
To approve the City Commission meeting minutes of December 7, 2015 as amended. 
 
VOTE:   Yeas, 6 
  Nays, None 
  Absent, 1 (Sherman) 
 


VIII. COMMUNICATIONS 
12-314-15  COMMUNICATIONS 
The Commission received the following communications: 


 Communication from resident re:  West Maple  
 Communication from resident re:  West Maple 
 Mr. & Mrs. Herbert K. Danziger, 550 Cherry Court re:  559 West Brown  


 
IX. OPEN TO THE PUBLIC FOR MATTERS NOT ON THE AGENDA 


 
X. REPORTS 


12-315-15  COMMISSIONER COMMENTS 
Commissioner Harris commented on the weekend carriage rides and suggested that a sign be 
displayed when the company is on break. 
 
12-316-15  CITY STAFF REPORTS 
The Commission received the First Quarter Financial Reports submitted by Finance Director 
Gerber. 
 
The Commission received the report regarding a new development adjacent to Manor Park 
submitted by City Engineer O’Meara. 
 
In response to a question by Commissioner Bordman, Mr. Valentine confirmed that the Manor 
Park report has been presented to the Parks and Recreation Board. 
 
The Commission received the report regarding relatives serving on the same Board or 
Committee submitted by City Clerk Pierce. 
 
The Commission agreed to direct staff to develop a policy regarding relatives serving on the 
same board.  Commissioner Harris suggested surveying neighboring communities. 
 
The Commission recessed to closed session at 9:59 PM. 
The Commission reconvened in open session at 10:42 PM. 
 


XI. ADJOURN 
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The meeting adjourned at 10:42 PM. 
 
Laura M. Pierce 
City Clerk 








Meeting of


Warrant List Dated
City of Birmingham


AmountVendorVendor #Early ReleaseCheck Number


12/16/2015


01/11/2016


100.0048TH DISTRICT COURT000855*239003


9,500.00AARON'S EXCAVATING INC005358239004


64.90ABEL ELECTRONICS INC002284239005


25.00BOB ADAMS TOWING INC.000157239006


413.27AETNA BEHAVIORAL HEALTH LLC007266239007


850.00ALBA CLEANING SERVICES INC.006669*239009


124.99ALLIE BROTHERS, INC005795239010


744.00ALLIED PLUMBING & SEWER007787*239011


40.00ARGUS-HAZCO006859239012


352.74ARROW INTERNATIONAL INC007586239013


66.00ARTECH PRINTING INC000500*239014


750.33AT&T006759*239015


45.00AT&T007216*239016


6,936.95AUTOMATED BENEFIT SVCS INC004027239017


50,000.00B5 INVESTMENTS LLCMISC239018


809.50BCI ADMINISTRATORS INC001103239020


46.74BEVERLY HILLS ACE007345239021


2,590.53CITY OF BIRMINGHAM #215007904*239022


44.95BIRMINGHAM OIL CHANGE CENTER, LLC007624239023


207.00LISA MARIE BRADLEY003282*239024


247.00JACQUELYN BRITO006953*239025


103.04KATHRYN BURRICK001137*239026


1,008.00BUSINESS CARD005289*239027


37,112.64CADILLAC ASPHALT, LLC003907*239028


98.11CINTAS CORP007710239031


93.64CINTAS CORPORATION000605239032


1,301.55MARK CLEMENCE000912*239033


138.00COFFEE BREAK SERVICE, INC.004188239034


1,287.00COFINITY004026239035


116.99COMCAST007625*239036


200.00CRITTER CONTROL001576*239037


138.60DENTEMAX, LLC006907239038


510.05DORNBOS SIGN & SAFETY INC000565239039


306.54DTS FLUID POWER LLC003806239040


720.00EGANIX, INC.007538239041


582.92ELDER FORD004671239042


2,000.00ETNA SUPPLY001495239043


615.03EZELL SUPPLY CORPORATION000207239044


30.16FEDEX000936*239045


4,123.00G2 CONSULTING GROUP LLC007807239047


364.00GASOW VETERINARY000223239048


5,100.00GEORGE A DROSISMISC*239049


6,000.00GEORGE A. DROSISMISC*239050
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Warrant List Dated
City of Birmingham


       AmountVendorVendor #Early ReleaseCheck Number


12/16/2015


01/11/2016


299.82 GORDON FOOD004604239051


162.06 GRAINGER000243239052


285.00 GUNNERS METER & PARTS INC001531239053


140.00 HAILEY KASPER007827*239054


515.98 HALT FIRE INC001447239055


30.50 HAYES GRINDING001672239056


969.95 HUBBELL ROTH & CLARK INC000331239058


31,063.77 INLAND LAKES LANDSCAPING CORP002931*239059


40.00 INTERSTATE BATTERY SYSTEM000342239060


24.00 J.C. EHRLICH CO. INC.007870239061


3,801.84 J.T. EXPRESS, LTD.000344239062


829.59 JOE'S AUTO PARTS, INC.003458239063


2,592.00 JILL KOLAITIS000352*239065


222.77 KONICA MINOLTA-ALBIN004904239066


2,360.29 KROPF MECHANICAL SERVICE COMPANY005876239068


400.60 OSCAR W. LARSON CO.002767239069


45.00 LERMA, INC.005058*239071


200.29 KATE LONG001577*239072


450.00 MAMC004855*239073


705.00 MCMI000369239074


105.00 MI-AWWA PAYMENT PROCESSINGMISC239075


5,075.00 MICHIGAN POLICE EQUIP.003099239076


2,551.72 MICHIGAN.COM007659239077


2,956.72 MIDWESTSURVEILLANCE.COM007896239078


1,168.18 MISS DIG SYSTEM, INC.MISC*239079


39.06 MIKE MORIN007703239080


15.92 MOTOR CITY FASTENER INC000462239081


577.60 NBSMISC239082


733.96 NYE UNIFORM COMPANY006359239083


95.00 PAUL O'MEARA002792*239084


161,223.76 OAKLAND COUNTY000477*239085


749.34 OBSERVER & ECCENTRIC003461239086


467.92 OFFICE DEPOT INC000481239087


16.71 OFFICE DEPOT INC000481*239088


2,016.00 PHASE FOUR INVESTIGATIONS007368239089


287.95 POSTMASTER000801*239090


2,432.84 POSTMASTER000801*239091


270.33 ED RINKE CHEVROLET BUICK GMC000493239092


5,996.85 RKA PETROLEUM003554239093


49.98 ROYAL OAK P.D.Q. PRINTING INC000218239094


32.54 SHERWIN-WILLIAMS COMPANY007142239096


22.62 SOMERSET BUICK GMC INC000256239097


95.45 SOUTHEASTERN EQUIPMENT CO. INC005787239098







Meeting of


Warrant List Dated
City of Birmingham


       AmountVendorVendor #Early ReleaseCheck Number


12/16/2015


01/11/2016


400.21 SPARTAN DISTRIBUTORS INC000260239099


2,450.00 STAR PETROLEUM007237239100


540.00 STEEL EQUIPMENT CO.000265239101


33,621.36 SYMETRA LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY004355239102


325.00 TAYLOR FREEZER OF MICH INC001076239103


118.45 YVONNE TAYLOR007583*239104


533.08 TERMINAL SUPPLY CO.000273239105


12,446.60 TERRA CONTRACTING, LLC006826*239106


392.60 TIME EMERGENCY EQUIPMENT000941239107


225.00 TYCO INTEGRATED SECURITY LLC000155239108


394.68 VAN DYKE GAS CO.000293239109


1,146.03 VERIZON WIRELESS000158*239110


151.22 VERIZON WIRELESS000158*239111


730.00 VIGILANTE SECURITY INC000969239112


67.50 JENNA WADE007893*239113


1,476.10 WASHINGTON ELEVATOR CO, INC006285239114


116.85 WATERFORD TWP FIRE DEPT.004497239115


269.19 WEINGARTZ SUPPLY000299239116


44.07 XEROX CORPORATION007083239117


*-Indicates checks released in advance and prior to commission approval in order to avoid penalty
or to meet contractual agreement/obligation.


Mark Gerber
Finance Director/ Treasurer


$719,749.12Grand Total:


Sub Total ACH:


All bills, invoices and other evidences of claim have been audited and approved for payment.


Sub Total Checks: $423,475.02


$296,274.10
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1/11/2016


Vendor Name
Transfer 


 Date
Transfer
 Amount


Birmingham Schools 12/15/2015 105,374.63
Oakland County Treasurer 12/15/2015 137,765.02
Comerica Bank* 12/18/2015 2,054.23
Automated Benefit Services, Inc. 12/14/2015 51,080.22


TOTAL 296,274.10


*In October 2015, the City Manager's credit card company was changed from Bank of America
 to Comerica Bank.  Comerica Bank requires payment by ACH.


                              City of Birmingham
ACH Warrant List Dated 12/16/2015








SUGGESTED RESOLUTION:
To accept the resignation of Stuart Jeffares from the alternate position on the Planning Board, to thank Mr. 
Jeffares for his service, and to direct the Clerk to being the process to fill this vacancy.
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BIRMINGHAM CITY COMMISSION AGENDA 
JANUARY 11, 2016 


MUNICIPAL BUILDING, 151 MARTIN 
7:30 P.M. 


 
I. CALL TO ORDER AND PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE 


Rackeline J. Hoff, Mayor 
 


II. ROLL CALL 
Laura M. Pierce, City Clerk 
 


III. PROCLAMATIONS, CONGRATULATORY RESOLUTIONS, AWARDS, APPOINTMENTS, 
RESIGNATIONS AND CONFIRMATIONS, ADMINISTRATION OF OATHS, INTRODUCTION 
OF GUESTS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS. 


Announcements: 
• Commissioner Birthday – Bordman 
• The City Commission Long Range Planning meeting will be held on Saturday, January 


16, 2016 beginning at 8:30 AM in the Municipal Building.   
 


Appointments: 
A. Interviews for appointment to the Public Arts Board. 
 1. Linda Wells, 588 Cherry Court 
 2. Maggie Mettler, 544 Wallace 
B. To appoint _____________ as a resident member to the Public Arts Board to serve a 
 three year term to expire January 28, 2019. 
C. To appoint _____________ as a resident member to the Public Arts Board to serve a 
 three year term to expire January 28, 2019. 
D. Administration of oath to appointed board members. 


 
IV. CONSENT AGENDA 


All items listed on the consent agenda are considered to be routine and will be enacted by one 
motion and approved by a roll call vote.  There will be no separate discussion of the items unless a 
commissioner or citizen so requests, in which event the item will be removed from the general order 
of business and considered under the last item of new business. 


A. Approval of City Commission minutes of December 14, 2015. 
B. Approval of warrant list, including Automated Clearing House payments, of December 


16, 2015 in the amount of $719,749.12. 
C. Approval of warrant list, including Automated Clearing House payments, of December 


23, 2015 in the amount of $938,702.42. 
D. Approval of warrant list, including Automated Clearing House payments, of January 6, 


2016 in the amount of $3,091,998.82. 
E. Resolution accepting the resignation of Stuart Jeffares as an Alternate Member on 
 the Planning Board, thanking Mr. Jeffares for his service, and directing the Clerk to 
 begin the process to fill the vacancy. 
F. Resolution setting a Public Hearing for February 8, 2016 to consider the proposed lot 
 rearrangement of 1366 Haynes Ct. and 725 S. Adams. 
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G. Resolution confirming the City Manager's emergency expenditure for the repair of 
 the Chester Parking Structure Passenger Elevator with the expenditure in the 
 amount not to exceed $21,150.00. Cost will be charged to the Chester Street 
 Parking Structure elevator maintenance account #585-538.008-930.0200. 
 


V. UNFINISHED BUSINESS 
A. Resolution accepting the recommendation of the Multi-Modal Transportation Board, 
 approving the provided bumpout (curb extension) policy for the City of Birmingham for 
 all future City street projects, or private building projects, where bumpouts may be 
 constructed. 
      -OR- 
 Resolution requesting the Multi-Modal Transportation Board review the additional 
 documents addressing this topic, and confirm or modify their recommendation 
 accordingly. 
 


VI. NEW BUSINESS 
A. Resolution accepting the recommendation of the Advisory Parking Committee to approve 
 a temporary parking policy for Parking Lot #6, due to the anticipated closure of up to 87 
 parking spaces during planned sewer construction by the Oakland Co. Water Resources 
 Commissioner’s Office during a period in April and/or May, 2016.  The policy will 
 encourage the movement of monthly parking permit holders to other areas to improve   
 parking options for daily customer traffic.  Residential parking permit requirements will 
 be modified during sewer construction only, allowing all day parking by monthly parking 
 permit holders displaying their hang tag in the rearview mirror, for the following streets: 
 Vinewood Ave. – Woodland Ave. to N. Old Woodward Ave. 
 Woodland Ave. – Vinewood Ave. to Harmon St. 
 Harmon St. – Woodland Ave. to N. Old Woodward Ave. 
 Further, banning all permit parking in monthly permit areas B and I, and monthly 
 permit parking will be temporarily allowed on Harmon St. parking metered spaces. 
 Once all construction has been completed, all monthly parking permit holders will be 
 asked to return to their normally designated parking areas. 
B. Ordinance amending Part II of the Birmingham City Code,  Chapter 74 Offenses, Article 
 VI. Offenses Against Public Safety, Division 2 Weapons, to  add Section 74-218 Carrying 
 Under The Influence. 
C. Resolution approving the establishment of an Ad Hoc Rail District Review Committee to 
 provide a coordinated review of the Rail District while considering all of the elements 
 and input needed to formalize an integrated approach to addressing parking, planning 
 and multi-modal considerations within this mixed use district, including the S. Eton 
 corridor. (complete resolution in agenda packet) 
D. Resolution approving the Stormwater Charge Apportionment Study with Hubbell, Roth 
 and Clerk, Inc. and authorizing the Mayor and Clerk to execute the same on behalf of 
 the City. 
E.  Resolution to meet in closed session to discuss an attorney/client privilege 
 communication in accordance with Section 8(h) of the Open Meetings Act. 
F. Resolution to meet in closed session to review pending litigation regarding Wolf v City of 
 Birmingham pursuant to Section 8(e) of the Open Meetings Act. 
(A roll call vote is required and the vote must be approved by a 2/3 majority of the 
commission. The commission will adjourn to closed session after all other business has been 
addressed in open session and reconvene to open session, after the closed session, for 
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purposes of taking formal action resulting from the closed session and for purposes of 
adjourning the meeting.) 
 


VII. REMOVED FROM CONSENT AGENDA 
 


VIII. COMMUNICATIONS 
A. Ruth Gallagher, 183 Puritan Ave. re:  Maple Road changes 
B. Kenneth Ciszewski, 787 Ridgedale Ave. re:  Demolition health hazards 
 


IX. OPEN TO THE PUBLIC FOR MATTERS NOT ON THE AGENDA 
 


X. REPORTS 
A. Commissioner Reports  


1. Notice to appoint an alternate member to the Planning Board on January 25, 
2016. 


B. Commissioner Comments 
C. Advisory Boards, Committees, Commissions’ Reports and Agendas 
D. Legislation 
E. City Staff 
 


XI. ADJOURN 
NOTICE:  Individuals requiring accommodations, such as mobility, visual, hearing, interpreter or other assistance, for 
effective participation in this meeting should contact the City Clerk's Office at (248) 530-1880 (voice), or (248) 644-
5115 (TDD) at least one day in advance to request mobility, visual, hearing or other assistance. 
 
Las personas que requieren alojamiento, tales como servicios de interpretación, la participación efectiva en esta 
reunión deben ponerse en contacto con la Oficina del Secretario Municipal al (248) 530-1880 por lo menos el día 
antes de la reunión pública. (Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964). 
 
 
INFORMATION ONLY 
 



tel:%28248%29%20530-1880






Meeting of


Warrant List Dated
City of Birmingham


AmountVendorVendor #Early ReleaseCheck Number


12/23/2015


01/11/2016


930.001469 BIRMINGHAM BLVD LLCMISC239120


1,299.43A&M SERVICE CENTER007688239121


100.00ACCELERATED BUILDERS LLCMISC239122


165.00AERO FILTER INC000394239124


146.90AIRGAS GREAT LAKES003708239125


100.00ALBERTO ALBERTIMISC239126


1,192.00ALL COVERED007745239127


640.00ALL SEASON GUTTERS INC003233239128


200.00ALLIED SIGN, INCMISC239129


45.00ALLY BESHOURIMISC*239130


400.00AMERICAN STANDARD ROOFINGMISC239132


425.00GRANT ANKNEY007510*239133


475.92ANTHONY MICHAEL ROBYMISC*239135


100.00ANTO GLASS BLOCK INCMISC239136


208.51APOLLO FIRE EQUIPMENT000282239137


157.50ARTECH PRINTING INC000500239138


200.00ARTISIAN CONSTRUCTION INCMISC239139


100.00ASHLEY GOLDBERGMISC239140


471.30AT&T006759*239141


105.00AT&T007216*239142


300.00AVER SIGN COMPANYMISC239144


1,000.00B5 INVESTMENTS LLCMISC239145


1,027.95BOB BARKER CO INC001122239149


341.00MATTHEW J. BARTALINO003839*239150


100.00BASEMENT CRACKS & LEAKS/METROMISC239151


106.93BATTERIES PLUS003012239152


593.00BELLE TIRE DISTRIBUTORS000519239153


100.00BEST CHOICE TOTAL HOME IMPROVEMENTMISC239154


60.30BILLINGS LAWN EQUIPMENT002231239155


7,931.00BIRMINGHAM LAWN MAINTENANCE006683239157


430.55CITY OF BIRMINGHAM001086*239159


300.00BLOOMFIELD CONSTRUCTION COMISC239161


100.00BLUE MOUNTAIN CONSTRUCTION GROUPMISC239162


78.04BLUE WATER ENGRAVING004998*239163


600.00BOB STERN BUILDING COMISC239164


300.00BOLLINGER002395*239165


2,000.00BRANDYWINE CONSTRUCTION LLCMISC239166


500.00BROOKSIDE COMPANIESMISC239167


36.88BULLSEYE TELECOM006177*239168


5,747.70CADILLAC ASPHALT, LLC003907*239169


98,435.43CADILLAC ASPHALT, LLC003907*239170


96.00JOEL CAMPBELL000569239171


200.00CASSIDY BEAUTY VENTURES LLCMISC239172
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Meeting of


Warrant List Dated
City of Birmingham


AmountVendorVendor #Early ReleaseCheck Number


12/23/2015


01/11/2016


313.00CHRISTOPHER CATON000598239173


2,385.00CENTRAL PARKING SYSTEM002067*239178


425.00JOHN CHAPMAN000602*239179


200.00CHRISTINE PODZIKOWSKIMISC239180


58.94CINDY ROSEMISC239181


83.41CINTAS CORPORATION000605239182


100.00CITI ROOFING COMISC239183


1,690.47CLOVERDALE EQUIPMENT CO001318239184


201.45COMCAST007625*239185


9,660.27CONSUMERS ENERGY000627*239186


221.38CONTRACTORS CLOTHING CO002668239187


1,000.00CRANBROOK CONTRACTUAL SERVICESMISC239189


425.00MARSHALL CRAWFORD007638*239190


100.00D RICHARDS CONSTRUCTION CO INCMISC239191


300.00DALTON COMM. CLEANING CORP004680239192


1,400.00DAVID PAUL FORCEMISC239193


425.00MARK DELAUDER003204*239195


525.00CHRISTOPHER DEMAN006999*239196


200.00DETROIT BUILD INCMISC239197


80,937.22DI PONIO CONTRACTING INC006077*239198


21,162.84DTE ENERGY000179*239199


9,571.72DTE ENERGY000180*239200


7,500.00DVM UTILITIESMISC239201


220.93EASTERN MICHIGAN KENWORTHMISC239202


3,000.00EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY002460239203


200.00EID, SAMEERMISC239205


195.52ELDER FORD004671239206


40.50FIRST ADVANTAGE LNS SCREENING007366239208


200.00FOUNDATION SYSTEMS OF MICHIGAN INC.MISC239209


425.00BRIAN FREELS007289*239210


139.52GORDON FOOD004604239212


78.67GRAINGER000243239213


1,737.00GRANICUS, INC.007099239214


100.00GREAT LAKES CUSTOM BUILDER LLCMISC239215


425.00DAVID GREENWOOD000247*239216


95.81HALT FIRE INC001447239219


100.00HAROLD A PRAMEKAMOLMISC239220


30,193.27J.H. HART URBAN FORESTRY000261239221


2,000.00HM HOMES LLCMISC239222


2,845.45HUBBELL ROTH & CLARK INC000331239224


425.00THOMAS I. HUGHES003824*239225


445.20THE IDENTITY SOURCE INC.007021239226


1,509.50INDUSTRIAL BROOM & BRUSH000340*239227







Meeting of


Warrant List Dated
City of Birmingham


AmountVendorVendor #Early ReleaseCheck Number


12/23/2015


01/11/2016


50.00YACOUB ISEID007889*239228


223.75ITALY AMERICAN CONSTRUCTION COMISC239229


35.00J.C. EHRLICH CO. INC.007870239230


504.00JILL JAEGER007573*239231


100.00JETT, DAVIDMISC239232


247.42JOE'S AUTO PARTS, INC.003458239233


300.00JOE'S QUALITY CONSTRUCTION LLCMISC239234


270.00JOHN R. SPRING & TIRE CENTER INC.000347239235


11,650.00JOHNSTON LEWIS ASSO INC003746239236


425.00CHRISTOPHER JUDKINS007244*239237


185.00LARYSSA KAPITANEC007837*239238


100.00KASCO INCMISC239239


100.00KENT COMPANIES, INCMISC239240


396.00DEBORAH KLEIN007828*239241


425.00ADAM KNOWLES007511*239242


425.00JOHN KOBYLAS000359*239243


355.54KONICA MINOLTA-ALBIN004904239244


100.00KOWAL-ZARNOWSKA LLCMISC239245


39.93KROGER COMPANY000362239246


200.00KROLL CONSTRUCTION COMISC239247


565.00KROPF MECHANICAL SERVICE COMPANY005876239248


200.00KULLA CONSTRUCTION INCMISC239249


54.50L-3 GCS005327239250


100.00LANDSCAPE GARDENS INCMISC239251


1,380.00OSCAR W. LARSON CO.002767239252


231.00LAURA LEPZINSKI007357*239254


1,000.00LEVINE & SONS INCMISC239255


235.00SANDRA LYONS003945*239261


2,275.00MACALLISTER RENTALSMISC239262


219.00MADISON GENERATOR SERVICE INC003934239263


300.00MAINSTREET RESTORATIONS & REMODELINMISC239264


425.00JIM MCCULLOCH000337*239265


425.00MICHAEL MCINTYRE007512*239266


35,747.00MERLO CONSTRUCTION CO. INC.006315*239268


200.00METROPOLITAN CONCRETE CORPMISC239269


300.00MICHIGAN ASPHALT PAVINGMISC239270


118.00MICHIGAN ASSOCIATION OF PLANNING007833239271


100.00MICHIGAN CHAPLAIN MINISTRIESMISC239272


105.00MICHIGAN SECTION AMERICAN WATER WKSMISC239274


32.75MID AMERICA RINK SERVICES006461239276


2,000.00MILFORD SALVAGE IRON & METALMISC239280


200.00MILLER GARAGE BLDG CO.MISC239281


425.00MARK MISCHLE007306*239282







Meeting of


Warrant List Dated
City of Birmingham


AmountVendorVendor #Early ReleaseCheck Number


12/23/2015


01/11/2016


200.00MJR SERVICES LLCMISC239283


50.00MMTA001783239284


1,088.03MOBILE HEALTH RESOURCES007163239285


116.75MOTOR CITY FASTENER INC000462239286


750.00MRWA005986*239287


200.00MUNRO CONSTRUCTIONMISC239288


100.00NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF004483239289


200.00NCS CONSTRUCTION SERVICES LLCMISC239290


933.11NELSON BROS SWR & PLBG SVC INCMISC239291


100.00NEW ERA CONSTRUCTION INCMISC239293


200.00NEW HARVEST HOMES INCMISC239294


12.51NEWMIND GROUP, INC006723239295


250.00OAKLAND COMMUNITY COLLEGE004110239296


289,808.17OAKLAND COUNTY000477*239297


65.00OBSERVER & ECCENTRIC006599239298


287.41OFFICE DEPOT INC000481239300


672.71PAETEC005794*239302


425.00DAVID PAPANDREA003963*239303


3,800.00PETERSON WIAND BOES & COMISC239305


271.98PITNEY BOWES INC002518239307


5.42PLANNING & ZONING NEWS001146239308


300.00POWERS BUILDING GROUP LLCMISC239309


617.34PRIMARY TITLE AGENCY LLCMISC*239310


48.72PRINTING SYSTEMS INC000897239311


900.00PRM CUSTOM BUILDERS LLCMISC239312


200.00R CHRISTIE CONSTRUCTION CO INCMISC239313


100.00R YOUNGBLOOD & COMISC239314


54.15RICH SCHEICH007901239317


100.00RIDGECON CONSTRUCTIONMISC239318


100.00ROMA CEMENT CO INCMISC239319


100.00RUOK COMPANY LLCMISC239320


425.00JEFFREY SCAIFE007897*239321


478.00JEFFREY SCHEMANSKY007898*239322


1,447.38SCOTT GARDNER007902239323


2,000.00SHAFFOU, YOUSIF MMISC239324


200.00SHERIFAJ, MOISIMISC239325


200.00SIGNGRAPHIX INCMISC239326


525.00SIGNS BY TOMORROW003857*239327


200.00SIGNS-N-DESIGNS, INCMISC239328


100.00SKYE DEVELOPMENT LLCMISC239330


425.00MICHAEL SLACK006591*239331


461.00NICHOLAS SLANDA007899*239332


200.00SMOLYANOV HOME IMPROVMENTMISC239333







Meeting of


Warrant List Dated
City of Birmingham


AmountVendorVendor #Early ReleaseCheck Number


12/23/2015


01/11/2016


425.00ALAN SOAVE003466*239334


557.51SOCRRA000254*239335


425.00NICK SOPER007245*239336


649.47SOUTHEASTERN EQUIPMENT CO. INC005787239337


211.50SOUTHEASTERN MICHIGAN SEALANTS INC.005731239338


100.00SPURLOCK'S NATURAL STONEMISC239339


187.50STADLER PLBG & HTG INCMISC239340


1,125.00STEEL EQUIPMENT CO.000265239341


1,400.00STERLING DEVELOPMENT CORPMISC239342


274.17TERMINAL SUPPLY CO.000273239344


23,029.48THE NEW 555 COMMERCIAL LLC &MISC*239345


100.00THE SHWAYDER COMPANYMISC239346


2,055.67THREE FIFTY N OLD WOODWARD LLCMISC*239347


215.94TIM KENNEDY007903239348


1,276.00TIRE WHOLESALERS CO INC000275239349


2,500.00TORINO QUALITY HOMESMISC239350


500.00TOWER CONSTRUCTION LLCMISC239351


10,000.00TRADEMARK BUILDING COMPANY INCMISC239352


100.00TRADEMARK CONSTRUCTION SERVICESMISC239353


1,625.00TRAFFIC DATA COLLECTION005645*239354


459.20TRI-COUNTY INTL TRUCKS, INC.005481239355


45.00TRI-COUNTY PLUMBING INSP ASSN000930239356


2,000.00TROWBRIDGE HOMES CONSTR.LLCMISC239357


7,847.00UNITED RESOURCE LLC007309239360


570.00VARIETY FARMS, LLCMISC239361


70.08VERIZON WIRELESS000158*239362


123.37VERIZON WIRELESS000158*239363


362.10VERIZON WIRELESS000158*239364


903.83VERIZON WIRELESS000158*239365


300.00WALLSIDE INCMISC239366


425.00PAUL WELLS000301*239367


200.00WHITE'S HOME IMPROVEMENTS INC.MISC239368


2,500.00WHITTIER BUILDING COMPANY LLCMISC239369


5,000.00WILCOX BROS.001337239370


1,298.85BRENDA WILLHITE007894*239371


425.00RYAN WISEMAN007900*239372


360.00WOLVERINE POWER SYSTEMS004512239373


60.00SCOTT WORTHINGTON003041*239374


9,550.08XEROX CORPORATION007083239375


425.00R. YENKEL000308*239376


75.00ZACK'S ALTERATIONS004187*239377







Meeting of


Warrant List Dated
City of Birmingham


AmountVendorVendor #Early ReleaseCheck Number


12/23/2015


01/11/2016


*-Indicates checks released in advance and prior to commission approval in order to avoid penalty
or to meet contractual agreement/obligation.


Mark Gerber
Finance Director/ Treasurer


$938,702.42Grand Total:


Sub Total ACH:


All bills, invoices and other evidences of claim have been audited and approved for payment.


Sub Total Checks: $762,351.73


$176,350.69







Page 1


1/11/2016


Vendor Name
Transfer 


 Date
Transfer
 Amount


Cutwater Asset Management-September * 3,794.16
Automated Benefit Services, Inc. 12/21/2015 172,556.53


TOTAL 176,350.69


                              City of Birmingham
ACH Warrant List Dated 12/23/2015


*Awaiting approval from Commission. 
Cutwater Asset Management provides advisory and reporting services for the City's 
general investments.  It was acquired by Bank of New York Mellon, N.A. in January 
2015.  As a result of the acquisition, they no longer accept checks as payment for 
services.  Once the Commission approves this warrant list, the City will electronically 
transmit payment.  These invoices will start appearing once a month on the ACH 
Warrant List. 
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MEMORANDUM 
Office of the City Manager 


DATE: January 7, 2016 


TO: City Commission 


FROM: Joseph A. Valentine, City Manager 


SUBJECT: Request for Closed Session – Pending Litigation 
Wolf vs City of Birmingham 


It is requested that the city commission meet in closed session to review pending litigation 
regarding Wolf vs City of Birmingham pursuant to Section 8(e) of the Open Meetings Act.  


SUGGESTED RESOLUTION: 
To meet in closed session to review pending litigation regarding Wolf v City of Birmingham 
pursuant to Section 8(e) of the Open Meetings Act. 
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MEMORANDUM 
Planning Division 


DATE: January 4, 2016 


TO:  Joseph A. Valentine, City Manager 


FROM: Matthew Baka, Senior Planner  


APPROVED: Jana Ecker, Planning Director 


SUBJECT:  Set Public Hearing for a Lot Rearrangement of 1366 Haynes Ct., Parcel 
#2031151009, T2N, R11E, SEC 31 ADAMS VILLAGE SUB LOT 22. & 725 S. 
Adams, Parcel #2031151002 (Adams Square), T2N, R11E, SEC 31 ADAMS 
VILLAGE SUB LOT 29 EXC BEG AT NW LOT COR, TH S ALG W LOT LINE 189 FT, 
TH E PARA WITH S LOT LINE 434 FT, TH N PARA WITH W LINE OF LOT 28 134 
FT, TH WLY ON N LOT LINE TO BEG 


The owner of the property known as 1366 Haynes Ct. and 725 S. Adams is seeking approval to 
rearrange the property line by adding a portion of 1366 Haynes Ct. to 725 S. Adams. The 
applicant proposes to add approximately 1067.4 SF of 1366 Haynes Ct. to 725 S. Adams.  The 
land survey and letter of explanation have been included for your review. 


The Planning Division recommends that the City Commission set a public hearing date of 
February 8, 2016 to consider the proposed lot rearrangement, pursuant to the procedures 
set forth in Section 102-52 of the Subdivision Ordinance. 


Suggested Action:  
To set a Public Hearing for February 8, 2016 to consider the proposed lot rearrangement of 
1366 Haynes Ct. and 725 S. Adams. 
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